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(3RD ISSUE) 
 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 4th March, 2022 
 

MARK:    FORMULA 1 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15136.19       FILING DATE: 18th February, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR:  FORMULA ONE LICENSING B.V., of Beursplein 37, Rotterdam, 3011AA, The Netherlands 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 25 for clothing for human beings, namely, jerseys, trousers [clothing], combinations, ready-made 

clothing; embroidered clothing, clothing of imitations of leather, clothing of leather; footwear, namely, footwear uppers, tips for footwear, 

heelpieces for footwear, welts for footwear, soles for footwear, fittings of metal for footwear; headgear; coats; waistcoats; bathing suits; bath 

robes; hats; caps being headwear; boots, namely, half-boots, lace boots, boot uppers, ski boots; ankle boots, valenki [felted boots], football 

shoes; scarves; shirts; headbands [clothing]; belts [clothing]; neckties; aprons [clothing]; sweatshirts; braces for clothing [suspenders]; skirts; 

shawls; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; knitted caps; gloves [clothing]; waterproof clothing; jackets [clothing]; blazers; sports jackets; pullovers; 

underwear; garters; socks and stockings; shorts; pyjamas; bibs, not of paper; knitwear [clothing]; wrist bands [clothing]; kimonos; suits for 

infants and children [clothing]; sports shoes, namely running shoes, bowling shoes, tennis shoes, basketball shoes; gaiters [footwear]; t-shirts; 

sport singlets; sandals; uniforms; dresses; motorists' clothing; cap peaks; 35 for business administration, namely, administration of consumer 

loyalty programs; business management consultancy; advertising; transcription of communications [office functions]; advertising agencies; 

search for financial sponsorship in relation to motor sport events; compilation and recording of data and information on sports performance 

into computer databases; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of statistics; marketing studies services; rental of advertising 

space; rental of advertising time on communication media; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation 

of goods on communication media for retail services; administration of consumer loyalty incentive and bonus programs for customers at 

sports venues by means of distributing loyalty and encoded member cards which may hold personal user data; advertising agency services 

for the promotion [advertising] of events, sports, cultural and leisure activities; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of 

sports events; sales promotion for others; provision of space on websites for advertising of goods and services; providing commercial 

information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services related to reservation of temporary lodging; on-line advertising 

on a computer network; advertising for sports events, namely, rental of billboards [advertising boards]; providing commercial information for 

consumers in the choice of products and services featuring equipment, clothing, games, toys, souvenirs, printed matter, books and computer 

software [excluding the transport thereof] in order to give customers the opportunity to view and purchase those goods conveniently in a 

store or via a global computer network [the internet]; sponsorship search; compilation of advertisements and information for use as web 

pages on the internet; compilation of information into computer databases namely still or animated images; collection of business directories 

for publication on the internet and on a wireless electronic communication network; compilation of information into computer databases; 

commercial management assistance; publicity agency services in the field of sports and public relations; web indexing for commercial or 

advertising purposes [telemarketing services]; advertising and promotional services, media relations services in relation to advertising and 

promotion, provided on-line from a computer data bank or via a global computer network [the internet]; marketing research services; retail 

store and on-line retail store services featuring solvents, paraffin, waxes, bitumen and gasoline; systemization of information into computer 

databases; opinion polling; auctioneering provided on the internet or via wireless electronic communication devices; retail store and on-line 

store services featuring interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, and computer games; 38 

for providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network, namely, teleconferencing services and videoconferencing 

services; news agency services; communication by radio; communication by telephone; communication by telegraph; providing 

telecommunications connections to a global computer network or to internet or providing access to databases; radio and television 

broadcasting of programs relating to sports and sports events; distribution and transmission of data relating to interactive entertainment and 

interactive competitions via analogue television, digital television, cable television, satellite television, and pay-per-view television; 

broadcasting of television programmes; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of facsimile machines; rental of telephones; rental of 

access time to music streaming websites on the internet; telecommunication services, namely, rental of access time to a database server 

center; telecommunication services, namely, rental of access time to a computer database; computer aided transmission of messages and 

images [electronic mail]; providing internet chatrooms and online forums; communication by mobile telephone; telex services; internet 

service provider services; telecommunications consultation; providing telecommunication channels to a global computer network for 

teleshopping services; telecommunication services for receiving and exchanging information, messages, images and data; mobile telephone 

services; videotext and teletext transmission services; paging services via radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication; 

providing access to websites offering digital music on the internet; providing access to a multi-user network system giving information 

relating to betting and money games and internet-based services and other global networks; providing user access to a global computer 

network or interactive communication technologies for access to private and commercial purchasing and ordering services; providing access 

to and leasing of access to computer bulletin boards and chat rooms in real time via a global computer network; providing access time to a 
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global computer network; telecommunication via a fibre-optic network; transmission of digital files by cable, wire or fibre optic networks; 

transmission of digital music via the Internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; transmission of commercial internet 

pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; facsimile transmission; on-line transmission of electronic publications; real-

time streaming of video and audio material via the internet; real-time streaming of digital music via mobile telephones; transmission and 

broadcasting of television and radio programs via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; radio broadcasting and 

video broadcasting; satellite transmission; distribution of data or audio visual images via the internet; 41 for providing user ratings for 

entertainment or cultural purposes; providing information in the field of education; entertainment services; arranging and conducting of 

workshops [training]; betting and video gaming services provided online from a computer network; television entertainment services, 

namely, television coverage of sports events and radio entertainment services, namely, radio coverage of sports events; timing of sports 

events; night clubs services; ticket agency services [entertainment]; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; practical 

training [demonstration]; educational information provided on-line from a computer database or via the internet or via any wireless electronic 

communication network; rental of sound recordings and motion picture for entertainment purposes; rental of video and audio equipment; 

entertainment services, namely, providing online music, not downloadable; organization of competitions [education or entertainment], 

namely, organization of sporting and cultural events; organization of events relating to motor sport; organisation of exhibitions for cultural 

and educational purposes; organization of sports competitions; arranging of beauty contests; operating lotteries; arranging and conducting of 

concerts, conferences and training services provided via simulators; amusement park services; party planning [entertainment]; providing 

sports facilities; providing recreation facilities; production of animated cartoons for the cinema, production of animated cartoons for 

television; production of radio and television programmes; online publication of electronic books; reservation of entry tickets to sports and 

entertainment events; betting services relating to sports; provision of books, film, photo and video editing services for others; entertainment 

services in the form of public viewing of live and delayed broadcast of sports events; information services relating to sports events 

[entertainment services]; entertainment services in the nature of arranging and hosting social entertainment events; audio and video recording 

services; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; translation services; photography services; provision of 

sports information relating to statistical information. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:    F1 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15137.19       FILING DATE: 18th February, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR:  FORMULA ONE LICENSING B.V., of Beursplein 37, Rotterdam, 3011AA, The Netherlands 
 
INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 25 for clothing for human beings, namely, jerseys, trousers [clothing], combinations, ready-made 

clothing; embroidered clothing, clothing of imitations of leather, clothing of leather; footwear, namely, footwear uppers, tips for footwear, 

heelpieces for footwear, welts for footwear, soles for footwear, fittings of metal for footwear; headgear; coats; waistcoats; bathing suits; bath 

robes; hats; caps being headwear; boots, namely, half-boots, lace boots, boot uppers, ski boots; ankle boots, valenki [felted boots], football 

shoes; scarves; shirts; headbands [clothing]; belts [clothing]; neckties; aprons [clothing]; sweatshirts; braces for clothing [suspenders]; skirts; 

shawls; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; knitted caps; gloves [clothing]; waterproof clothing; jackets [clothing]; blazers; sports jackets; pullovers; 

underwear; garters; socks and stockings; shorts; pyjamas; bibs, not of paper; knitwear [clothing]; wrist bands [clothing]; kimonos; suits for 

infants and children [clothing]; sports shoes, namely running shoes, bowling shoes, tennis shoes, basketball shoes; gaiters [footwear]; t-shirts; 

sport singlets; sandals; uniforms; dresses; motorists' clothing; cap peaks; 35 for business administration, namely, administration of consumer 

loyalty programs; business management consultancy; advertising; transcription of communications [office functions]; advertising agencies; 

search for financial sponsorship in relation to motor sport events; compilation and recording of data and information on sports performance 

into computer databases; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of statistics; marketing studies services; rental of advertising 

space; rental of advertising time on communication media; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation 

of goods on communication media for retail services; administration of consumer loyalty incentive and bonus programs for customers at 

sports venues by means of distributing loyalty and encoded member cards which may hold personal user data; advertising agency services 

for the promotion [advertising] of events, sports, cultural and leisure activities; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of 

sports events; sales promotion for others; provision of space on websites for advertising of goods and services; providing commercial 

information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services related to reservation of temporary lodging; on-line advertising 

on a computer network; advertising for sports events, namely, rental of billboards [advertising boards]; providing commercial information for 

consumers in the choice of products and services featuring equipment, clothing, games, toys, souvenirs, printed matter, books and computer 

software [excluding the transport thereof] in order to give customers the opportunity to view and purchase those goods conveniently in a 

store or via a global computer network [the internet]; sponsorship search; compilation of advertisements and information for use as web 

pages on the internet; compilation of information into computer databases namely still or animated images; collection of business directories 

for publication on the internet and on a wireless electronic communication network; compilation of information into computer databases; 
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commercial management assistance; publicity agency services in the field of sports and public relations; web indexing for commercial or 

advertising purposes [telemarketing services]; advertising and promotional services, media relations services in relation to advertising and 

promotion, provided on-line from a computer data bank or via a global computer network [the internet]; marketing research services; retail 

store and on-line retail store services featuring solvents, paraffin, waxes, bitumen and gasoline; systemization of information into computer 

databases; opinion polling; auctioneering provided on the internet or via wireless electronic communication devices; retail store and on-line 

store services featuring interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, and computer games; 38 

for providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network, namely, teleconferencing services and videoconferencing 

services; news agency services; communication by radio; communication by telephone; communication by telegraph; providing 

telecommunications connections to a global computer network or to internet or providing access to databases; radio and television 

broadcasting of programs relating to sports and sports events; distribution and transmission of data relating to interactive entertainment and 

interactive competitions via analogue television, digital television, cable television, satellite television, and pay-per-view television; 

broadcasting of television programmes; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of facsimile machines; rental of telephones; rental of 

access time to music streaming websites on the internet; telecommunication services, namely, rental of access time to a database server 

center; telecommunication services, namely, rental of access time to a computer database; computer aided transmission of messages and 

images [electronic mail]; providing internet chatrooms and online forums; communication by mobile telephone; telex services; internet 

service provider services; telecommunications consultation; providing telecommunication channels to a global computer network for 

teleshopping services; telecommunication services for receiving and exchanging information, messages, images and data; mobile telephone 

services; videotext and teletext transmission services; paging services via radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication; 

providing access to websites offering digital music on the internet; providing access to a multi-user network system giving information 

relating to betting and money games and internet-based services and other global networks; providing user access to a global computer 

network or interactive communication technologies for access to private and commercial purchasing and ordering services; providing access 

to and leasing of access to computer bulletin boards and chat rooms in real time via a global computer network; providing access time to a 

global computer network; telecommunication via a fibre-optic network; transmission of digital files by cable, wire or fibre optic networks; 

transmission of digital music via the Internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; transmission of commercial internet 

pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; facsimile transmission; on-line transmission of electronic publications; real-

time streaming of video and audio material via the internet; real-time streaming of digital music via mobile telephones; transmission and 

broadcasting of television and radio programs via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; radio broadcasting and 

video broadcasting; satellite transmission; distribution of data or audio visual images via the internet; 41 for providing user ratings for 

entertainment or cultural purposes; providing information in the field of education; entertainment services; arranging and conducting of 

workshops [training]; betting and video gaming services provided online from a computer network; television entertainment services, 

namely, television coverage of sports events and radio entertainment services, namely, radio coverage of sports events; timing of sports 

events; night clubs services; ticket agency services [entertainment]; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; practical 

training [demonstration]; educational information provided on-line from a computer database or via the internet or via any wireless electronic 

communication network; rental of sound recordings and motion picture for entertainment purposes; rental of video and audio equipment; 

entertainment services, namely, providing online music, not downloadable; organization of competitions [education or entertainment], 

namely, organization of sporting and cultural events; organization of events relating to motor sport; organisation of exhibitions for cultural 

and educational purposes; organization of sports competitions; arranging of beauty contests; operating lotteries; arranging and conducting of 

concerts, conferences and training services provided via simulators; amusement park services; party planning [entertainment]; providing 

sports facilities; providing recreation facilities; production of animated cartoons for the cinema, production of animated cartoons for 

television; production of radio and television programmes; online publication of electronic books; reservation of entry tickets to sports and 

entertainment events; betting services relating to sports; provision of books, film, photo and video editing services for others; entertainment 

services in the form of public viewing of live and delayed broadcast of sports events; information services relating to sports events 

[entertainment services]; entertainment services in the nature of arranging and hosting social entertainment events; audio and video recording 

services; ticket reservation services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; translation services; photography services; provision of 

sports information relating to statistical information. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 
AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:               CFE(8):26.1.2,18 
  
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15374.19       FILING DATE: 31st May, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR:  PriceSmart, Inc., of 9740 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121, U.S.A. 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for cheese; lunch meat; fresh meat; poultry, not live; fish, not live; frozen vegetables; frozen fruit; 

frozen shrimp; nuts, prepared; cooking oil; vegetable salads; soup mixes; cooked beans; milk; tuna, not live; tuna salad; canned fruits; olives; 

yogurt; coffee creamer; peanut butter; frozen mozzarella sticks; 30  for bakery products, namely salted and sweet bakery goods; condiments; 

spices; spice mixes; sauces [condiments]; sugar and sugar substitutes, namely, baking sugar and stevia sweeteners; sugar substitutes; rice; 

frozen pizza; ice cream; coffee; hard candy; tortilla chips; corn chips; 31 for fresh fruit; fresh vegetables; fresh unprocessed agricultural 

products, namely, apples, peaches, plums, cherries, pears, raspberries, strawberries, nectarines, blackberries, grapes, cassava, blueberries, 

tomatoes, potatoes, peppers, eggplants, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, arugula, cucumber, chayote, melon, watermelon, zucchini, squash, 

celery, carrots, lettuce, bananas, plantains, pineapple, papayas, nanche, asparagus, spearmint, peppermint, oranges, lemons, tangerines, 

clementines, grapefruit, tamarind, green beans, mushrooms, avocados, pomegranates, snow peas, mango, sweet corn, kiwi fruit, guava, 

thyme, basil, parsley; pet food; fresh beans; cat litter; 32 for fruit juices; bottled water; 43 for delicateness services [restaurant]; take-out 

restaurant services; snack bar services; cafeteria services; restaurant services. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: MEMBER’S SELECTION   

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15378.19                FILING DATE: 31st May, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: PriceSmart, Inc., of 9740 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for cheese; lunch meat; fresh meat; poultry, not live; fish, not live; frozen vegetables; frozen fruit; 

frozen shrimp; nuts, prepared; cooking oil; vegetable salads; soup mixes; cooked beans; milk; tuna, not live; tuna salad; canned fruits; olives; 

yogurt; coffee creamer; peanut butter; frozen mozzarella sticks; 30 for bakery products, namely salted and sweet bakery goods; condiments; 

spices; spice mixes; sauces [condiments]; sugar and sugar substitutes, namely, baking sugar and stevia sweeteners; sugar substitutes; rice; 

frozen pizza; ice cream; coffee; hard candy; tortilla chips; corn chips; 31 for fresh fruit; fresh vegetables; fresh unprocessed agricultural 

products, namely, apples, peaches, plums, cherries, pears, raspberries, strawberries, nectarines, blackberries, grapes, cassava, blueberries, 

tomatoes, potatoes, peppers, eggplants, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, arugula, cucumber, chayote, melon, watermelon, zucchini, squash, 

celery, carrots, lettuce, bananas, plantains, pineapple, papayas, nanche, asparagus, spearmint, peppermint, oranges, lemons, tangerines, 

clementines, grapefruit, tamarind, green beans, mushrooms, avocados, pomegranates, snow peas, mango, sweet corn, kiwi fruit, guava, 

thyme, basil, parsley; pet food; fresh beans; cat litter; 32 for fruit juices; bottled water; 43 for delicateness services [restaurant]; take-out 

restaurant services; snack bar services; cafeteria services; restaurant services. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:   MILTINA 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15564.19                FILING DATE: 21st August, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: Humana GmbH, of Bielefelder Strasse 66, Herford 32051, Germany 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceutical compositions for the use of supporting and stimulating the natural milk production 

of lactating mothers, for the prevention of diseases, for the strengthening of the immune system, for the treatment of symptoms of deficiency 

and for building up an intestinal microflora; dietic preparations adapted for medical use, namely, nutritional supplements for use for 

supporting and stimulating the natural milk production of lactating mothers, for the prevention of diseases, for the strengthening of the 

immune system, for the treatment of symptoms of deficiency or for building up an intestinal microflora; dietetic beverages for babies adapted 

for medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations, namely, dietetic nutritional 

supplements for use for supporting and stimulating the natural milk production of lactating mothers, for the prevention of diseases, for the 

strengthening of the immune system, for the treatment of symptoms of deficiency or for building up an intestinal microflora; infant formula; 

milk powders [foodstuff for babies]; dietary supplemental drinks for infants in the nature of juices, teas, water and other fluids enhanced with 

vitamins and nutraceuticals; infant formula; nutritional supplements; medicinal tea; dressings, medical; disinfectants; babies' diapers. 
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STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 11th day of March, 2019 under number 30 2019 103 132.6 in 

Germany. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:    
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15642.19                             FILING DATE: 27th September, 2019 
 

CFE(8): 2.1.2,6 
 

PROPRIETOR: C. THEODOSIOU ENTERPRISES LTD., of 1 Androcleous Str. Mesa Geitonia 4007, Limassol, Cyprus 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigar cases; cigar holders; cigarette tips; cigarette filters; cigarette cases; cigarette holders; 

cigarette paper; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarettes; cigarillos; cigars. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use mark. 
 

DISCLAIMER: The applicant claims no exclusive right to the use of the word “BUSINESS”, separately and apart from the mark as shown. 
 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON Attorneys at Law, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 
 

MARK:    
 
CFE(8):26.1.16;29.1.3 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15727.19                FILING DATE: 29th October, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: LENZING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, of WerkStrasse 2, 4860, Lenzing, Austria 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 21 for anti-static cloths for cleaning; dusters; eyeglass cleaning cloths; towel rings; chopstick cases; 

applicator wands for applying make-up to eyes; toilet cases; make-up sponges; make-up brushes; cosmetic brushes; oven mitts; cleaning 

rags; 22 for raw textile fibers; liber; raw cotton; treated wool; chemical fibers for textile use; synthetic fibres for textile use; silk flock; yarn 

fibers; semisynthetic fibers [for textile] use; rabbit hair; true hemp fiber [raw]; jute fiber [raw]; combed wool; cashmere fabric; linters; raw 

fibrous textile treated with flame retardants; polyester stuffing fibers; textile filaments made of polyester; polyester plastic netting for 

packaging goods; vitreous silica fibers for textile use; raffia fibers; ramie fibre; raw plastic fibres for textile use; raw linen [flax]; raw silk; 

raw wool; silk waste; shorn wool; silk fibers; silk polyester monofilaments made from nylon; carded wool; synthetic fibers for textile use; 

synthetic filaments for use in the manufacture of textiles; textile filaments; textile fibers; non-woven polymeric fibers for conversion into a 

variety of industrial and consumer goods; synthetic fibers and filaments for use in the manufacture of carpet tiles; fibres for making up into 

carpet tiles synthetic fibers and filaments for use in the manufacture of carpet tiles; viscose silica fibres for textile use; wool flock; sacks and 

bags for the transportation and storage of materials in bulk; disposable bulk container liners; netting [not of metal or asbestos]; plant hangers 

of rope; slings, not of metal, for handling loads; strips for tying-up vines; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; hammocks; storage bags 

for cremation; mesh bags for washing lingerie; mesh bags for storage; bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; shoe bags for 

storage; waterproof bags, namely, wet bags for use in sailing; textile wine gift bags; protection pouches made of fabric for storing purses 

when not in use; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; polyester plastic netting for transporting and packaging of goods such 

as fruits and vegetables; textile bags for merchandise packaging [envelopes, pouches]; tarpaulins; awnings of textile and synthetic materials; 

tents for camping; vehicle covers, not fitted; unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; tents made of textile materials; tents for 

mountaineering; sails; canvas for sails; ropes, not of metal; strings; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; thread, not of 

metal, for wrapping or binding; twine made of sisal; twines; macrame rope; strings for use in tyre cord constructions; cordage; synthetic 
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ropes; rope for use in toys for pets; baling twine; packing rope; elastic netting for meat products; hemp nettings; netting [not of metal or 

asbestos]; chemical fiber nettings; rockfall prevention nets of textile; commercial fishing nets; commercial nets; twine for nets; net pens for 

fish farming; silk netting; padding and stuffing materials not of rubber, paper or plastic; down [feathers]; feathers for stuffing upholstery; 

wadding for filtering; stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; wood shavings; kapok; feathers for bedding; padding materials, 

not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard for pillows, sleeping bags and beds; polyester batting; sawdust; sisal; sisal fibers; industrial 

packaging containers of textile; fleece wool for upholstery industry; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; upholstery wool [stuffing]; 

dust sheets; 23 for Angora yarn; spun cotton; cotton yarn; Chenille yarn; Douppioni silk yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; elastic 

thread, synthetic elastic fiber strips for textile use; threads made of spun cotton; waste cotton yarn; yarns, namely, pre-oriented polyester 

yarns; carbon fiber yarns for textile use; synthetic yarns and mixed fiber yarn for textile use; wild silk yarn; knitting yarns; yarns for domestic 

purposes, namely, for knitting, embroidery, hemming; inorganic fiber base mixed thread and yarn; cotton base mixed thread and yarn; 

chemical fiber base mixed thread and yarn; chemical-fiber threads and yarns for textile use; degreased waste threads and yarns; hemp base 

mixed thread and yarn; regenerated fiber thread and yarn [for textile use]; silk base mixed thread and yarn; synthetic fiber thread and yarn; 

wool base mixed thread and yarn; twisted cotton thread and yarn; twisted threads and yarns; twisted hemp thread and yarn; twisted silk 

thread and yarn; twisted wool thread and yarn; twisted mixed thread and yarn; worsted yarn; spun silk yarn; semi-synthetic fiber thread and 

yarn [chemically treated natural fiber yarn]; hand knitting wools; true hemp thread and yarn; heat-stable yarns and threads; jute thread and 

yarn; camel hair yarn; woollen yarn and ceramic fiber yarn for textile use; cashmere yarns; coir thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; linen 

thread and yarn; metal fiber thread for textile use; sewing thread for textile use; sewing thread and yarn; threads made of silica; ramie thread 

and yarn; raw silk yarn; spun silk; silk yarn; embroidery thread and yarn; carpet yarn; textile yarns; covered rubber thread and yarn for textile 

use; mixed spun threads and yarns; waxed thread; waxed yarn; spun thread and yarn; worsted yarn; wool yarn; 24 for  fabrics made of 

flocked texture; tapestries of textile; tick [linen]; elastic fabrics for clothing, namely, bodices, undergarment for women; knitted elastic 

fabrics for gymnastic dresses; fibre textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of clothing; fibre textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of 

exterior furniture covering, shoe linings, and bag linings; felt namely, woven felt, press felt and felt pellets; felt cloth; flame retardant fabrics 

for the manufacture of bedding and upholstered furniture; flannel [fabric]; linings [textile]; non-woven textile fabrics for use with inlay 

materials; knitted fabrics of lace; knitted fabric; gummed waterproof cloth; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics; woven fabrics; non-woven 

felts; silk fabrics; semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; regenerated fiber yarn fabrics; knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber 

yarn; knitted fabrics of wool yarn; mixed fiber fabrics; synthetic fiber fabrics; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of bedding; fabrics 

being textile piece goods for making bedding covers; billiard cloth; bolting cloth; trellis [cloth]; hemp cloth; cheviots [cloth]; frieze [cloth]; 

cheese cloth; gauze [cloth]; marabouts [cloth]; silk [cloth]; taffeta [cloth]; zephyr [cloth]; glass cloths [towels]; printed calico cloth; cloths for 

removing make-up; diaper changing cloths for babies; gummed cloth, other than for stationery purposes; knitted fabrics, namely, velours for 

furniture; non-woven fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; printers' blankets of textile; linen lining fabric for shoes; fabrics for textile use; 

mosquito nets; unfitted fabric furniture cover; furniture coverings of textile; draperies [thick drop curtains]; curtains of textile or plastic; 

labels of textile; wall hangings of textile; bed linen; towels of textile; hand towels of textile; dish towels for drying; table cloths, not of paper; 

table napkins of textile; table linen, not of paper; washing gloves; receiving blankets; bed pads; duvet covers; comforters; bed blankets made 

of cotton; bed blankets made of man-made fibres; bed covers of paper; silk bed blankets; woolen blankets; bed sheets; bed skirts; bed throws; 

fabric bed valances; bed linen made of non-woven textile material; infants' bed linen; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; blankets for household 

pets; quilts; blankets for outdoor use; disposable bedding of textile; futon quilts; sleeping bags [sheeting]; waterproof fabric for 

manufacturing clothing, furniture and automobile upholstery and luggage; cot sheets; children’s blankets; shams; lap rugs; contoured 

mattress covers; pillowcases; mattress covers; quilts filled with down; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag liners; silk blankets; contour 

sheets; quilts of towel; quilts of textile; quilt covers; valanced bed sheets; bath sheets; bath towels; towelling coverlets; face cloths of textile; 

hand towels; children's towels; household linen, including face towels; bath mitts; wash cloths; filtering materials of textile; 25 for headgear 

for wear; swimming caps; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baseball caps; berets; bobble hats; millinery, namely, fascinators; shower caps; fascinator 

hats; fedoras; fezzes; bucket caps; golf caps; bonnets [headwear]; tams; hats; hat frames [skeletons]; skull caps; caps being headwear for 

waterpolo; hoods [clothing]; small hats; knot caps; chefs' hats; sports caps and hats; children's headwear; head scarves; Keffiyehs 

[Yashmaghs]; miters [hats]; fashion hats; caps being headwear; cap peaks; sun visors [headwear]; nightcaps; paper hats [clothing]; party hats 

[clothing]; fur muffs; fur hats; rain hats; knitted caps; flat caps; garrison caps; Sedge hats [suge-gasa]; sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; 

tam o'shanters; tennis sweatbands; ski hats; sun hats; headbands [clothing]; head sweatbands; beach hats; balaclavas; thermal headgear; 

toques; woolly hats; top hats; evening wear; evening coats; detachable neckpieces for kimonos [haneri]; detachable collars; underarm gussets 

[parts of clothing]; Aikido uniforms; Albs; American football bibs; parkas; suits; women's suits; bowties; dress pants; blouses; work clothes; 

coveralls; sleeveless jerseys; mantles; arm warmers [clothing]; dressing gowns for doctors; warm-up pants; driving gloves; layettes 

[clothing]; baby bodysuits; baby doll pyjamas; babies’ pants [clothing]; plastic baby bibs; baby tops; baby bottoms; pram suits; swimming 

costumes; bathing costumes for women; bathing suits for men; fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; swim wear for gentlemen and 

ladies; bathing drawers; bathrobes; swimming trunks; robes; ballet suits; ball gowns; bandeaux [clothing]; baseball uniforms; baselayer 

bottoms; baselayer tops; crop tops; printed t-shirts; leg warmers; cashmere clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; woolen clothing; 

motorists' clothing; baby clothes; figure skating clothing; christening robes; clothing for wear in judo practices; children's wear; infant wear; 

girls' clothing; motorcyclists' clothing of leather; leather clothing; linen clothing; paper clothing; plush clothing; silk clothing; clothing for 

martial arts; horse-riding pants and shirts; articles of clothing for theatrical use; fishermen jackets; boys' clothing; clothing for wear in 

wrestling games; maternity clothing; lounge pants; Bermuda shorts; bed jackets; Maillots; blazers; blousons; boas [necklets]; leotards; body 

stockings; teddies [undergarments]; boleros; bolo ties; bomber jackets; boxer shorts; wedding dresses; brassieres; bustiers; pea coats; capes; 

pedal pushers; cargo pants; chaps; chasubles; chemisettes; Cheongsams [Chinese gowns]; choir robes; corduroy trousers; coverups; ladies' 

clothing; knickers; ladies' underwear; down jackets; down vests; denim jeans; topcoats; three piece suits [clothing]; duffel coats; pocket 

squares; one-piece suits; one-piece playsuits; disposable underwear; skating outfits; athletic tights; woollen tights; pleated skirts for formal 
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kimonos [hakama]; masquerade costumes; women's ceremonial dresses; moisture-wicking sports bras; moisture-wicking sports shirts; 

moisture-wicking sports pants; fishing shirts; fishing vests; fleeces; fleece vests; formalwear; foulards [clothing articles]; leisure suits; casual 

shirts; slacks; casual wear; tap pants; barber smocks; replica football kits; football jerseys; soccer bibs; footmuffs, not electrically heated; 

gabardines [clothing]; goloshes; gaiters; morning coats; padded pants for athletic use; padded shirts for athletic use; padded shorts for athletic 

use; knitwear [clothing]; knitted gloves; knit jackets; knitted underwear; woven clothing; woven shirts; gilets; polo shirts; golf trousers; golf 

pants, shirts and skirts; unitards; clothing for gymnastics; ankle socks; halloween costumes; neckbands; neckwear; scarves; neck tubes; 

gloves [clothing]; cycling gloves; gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; 

gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; handwarmers [clothing]; loungewear; aloha shirts; button-front aloha shirts; shirt yokes; 

shirts; shirts for suits; collared shirts; open-necked shirts; button down shirts; nighties; slips [undergarments]; shirt-jacs; shirt fronts; men's 

suits; men’s wear; outerclothing for men; men's socks; men's underwear; waistcoats; lumbeijackets; hooded pullovers; trousers of leather; 

trousers for children; nurse pants; sweatpants; snowboard trousers; pantsuits; knee-high stockings; braces for clothing [suspenders]; 

suspender belts for men; girdles; jackets [clothing]; jackets being sports clothing; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; snowboard jackets; 

rainproof jackets; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; jacket liners; hunting pants; hunting jackets; hunting vests; hunting 

shirts; Kimonos; denims; jumpers [pullovers]; Jodhpurs; jogging tops; heavy jackets; stuff jackets [clothing]; judo suits; caftans; bodices 

[lingerie]; martial arts uniforms; combative sports uniforms; hooded sweatshirts; karate suits; cashmere scarves; kendo outfits; khakis; kilts; 

pinafores; nurse dresses; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; pockets for clothing; leisurewear; bloomers; breeches for wear; trouser 

socks; knee warmers [clothing]; short sets [clothing]; ready-to-wear clothing; basic upper garment of Korean traditional clothes [Jeogori]; 

Korean traditional women's waistcoats [Baeja]; Korean topcoats [Durumagi]; body warmers; corselets; camisoles; corsets [underclothing]; 

skirt suits; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; collars for dresses; neckties; ascots; 

cummerbunds; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short trousers; short petticoats; short overcoat for Kimono [Haori]; 

cowls [clothing]; laboratory coats; long sleeve pullovers; long sleeved vests; long jackets; Japanese sleeping robes [Nemaki]; full- length 

kimonos [Nagagi]; long johns; bibs, not of paper; bib overalls for hunting; running suits; leather suits; leather clothing; leather jackets; casual 

trousers; leggings [trousers]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; light-reflecting jackets; lingerie; liveries; outerclothing for girls; 

maniples; athletic uniforms; cuffs; coats; pelisses; coats made of cotton; coats of denim; mantillas; sleep masks; sailor suits; foundation 

garments; miniskirts; monokinis; motorcycle gloves; motorcycle jackets; muffs [clothing]; muumuus; nightwear; wet suits; negligees; 

outerclothing; dress shirts; uppers of woven rattan for Japanese style sandals; cycling tops; hooded tops; halter tops; earbands; ear muffs 

[clothing]; combinations [clothing]; nurse overalls; overshirts; pelerines; furs [clothing]; fur coats and jackets; fur muffs; fur cloaks; 

petticoats; petti-pants; plastic aprons; pantaloons; polo knit tops; turtleneck sweaters; ponchos; crew neck sweaters; mock turtleneck 

sweaters; v-neck sweaters; slipovers [clothing]; bloomers; pyjamas; pajama bottoms; cyclists' clothing; cycling shorts; ramie shirts; rash 

guards; rainproof clothing; rainwear; waterproof trousers; mackintoshes; rain ponchos; riding gloves; riding jackets; skirts; turtlenecks; roll 

necks [clothing]; turtleneck shirts; rugby tops; rugby shorts; saris; sarongs; sheepskin jackets; sheepskin coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; 

mufflers [clothing]; shawls [from tricot only]; shawls and stoles; sashes for wear; sash bands for kimono [obi]; tube tops; cravats; snow 

pants; shoulder scarves; school uniforms; aprons [clothing]; paper aprons; maternity bands; maternity smocks; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-

absorbent stockings; sweatbands; dress shields; anti-perspirant socks; silk scarves; adhesive bras; shampoo capes; shell jackets; shift dresses; 

mock turtleneck shirts; shortalls; shorts; fleece shorts; boy shorts [underwear]; snow suits; ski suits for competition; ski gloves; ski trousers; 

ski jackets; ski balaclavas; sliding shorts; briefs; cummerbunds; dinner jackets; snow boarding suits; snowboard gloves; Japanese style socks 

[tabi]; socks and stockings; sock suspenders; bralettes; sundresses; sunsuits; camiknickers; gym suits; sportswear; sports bras; sports shirts 

with short sleeves; sports pants; sports jackets; sports socks; singlets; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; dust coats; quilted vests; cloth 

bibs; cloth bibs for adult diners; tightening-up strings for kimonos [datejime]; rompers; snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; 

beachwear; robes for beach use; stretch pants; knit shirts; cardigans; thongs [underwear]; garters; stockings; heelpieces for stockings; girdles; 

maillots [hosiery]; tights; hosiery; footless socks; surfwear; underwear, namely, jockstraps; sweat shorts; Taekwondo suits; waist cinchers; 

tank tops; dance clothing; dance costumes; tabards; camouflage gloves; camouflage shirts; camouflage pants; camouflage jackets; 

camouflage vests; trews; tennis wear; tennis shirts; tennis dresses; tennis pullovers; tennis skirts; tennis shorts; tennis socks; fabric belts 

[clothing]; thobes; theatrical costumes; thermal socks; thermal underwear; togas; tops [clothing]; folk costumes; Japanese traditional 

clothing; bra straps [parts of clothing]; bib tights; pinafore dresses; strapless bras; tracksuit tops; trench coats; bib shorts; triathlon clothing; 

dry suits; kerchiefs [clothing]; neckerchiefs; tunics; turbans; gym shorts; tutus; twin sets; Korean outer jackets worn over basic garment 

[Magoja]; topcoats; over-trousers; cloaks; maternity sleepwear; maternity lingerie; uniforms; Union suits; babies' undergarments; vest tops; 

undershirts for kimonos [Juban]; undershirts for kimonos [Koshimaki]; bottoms [clothing]; pants; chemises; bustles for obi-knots [obiage-

shin]; tracksuit bottoms; suit coats; volleyball jerseys; warm-up jackets; warm-up tops; weatherproof clothing; waterproof suits for 

motorcyclists; waterproof outerclothing; water socks; waterproof trousers; rainproof jackets; wetsuits for water-skiing; reversible jackets; 

leather waistcoats; cagoules; puttees; wrap belts for kimonos [Datemaki]; swaddling clothes; salopettes; windproof clothing; wind suits; wind 

pants; windshirts; wind vests; winter gloves; winter coats; woollen socks; yoga pants; yoga shirts; zoot suits; gussets [parts of clothing]; 

gussets for bathing suits [parts of clothing]; gussets for footlets [parts of clothing]; gussets for leotards [parts of clothing]; gussets for 

stockings [parts of clothing]; gussets for tights [parts of clothing]; gussets for underwear [parts of clothing]; heels; heelpieces for footwear; 

baby bootees; bath slippers; footwear for women; insoles for footwear; espadrilles; heel inserts; flat shoes; embossed heels of rubber or of 

plastic materials; embossed soles of rubber or of plastic materials; non-slipping devices for footwear; slippers; slipper socks; stiffeners for 

shoes; running shoes; infants' footwear; leather slippers; leather shoes; canvas shoes; deck shoes; uppers for Japanese style sandals; pumps 

[footwear]; welts for footwear; rain boots; shoe straps; rugby boots; mules; slip-on shoes; athletic shoes; leisure shoes; shoes for foot 

volleyball; shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; high-heeled shoes; mountaineering shoes; shoe inserts for non-orthopedic purposes; 

shoe uppers; footwear soles; shoe covers, for use when wearing shoes; footwear uppers; snowboard shoes; shoe soles; slipper soles; soles for 

Japanese style sandals; dance shoes; ballroom dancing shoes; tennis shoes; training shoes; tips for footwear; waterproof boots for fishing; 
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aqua shoes; winter boots; yoga shoes; zori; tongues or pullstraps for shoes and boots; wetsuit gloves; pyjamas [from tricot only]; fitted heel 

protectors for shoes. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:    
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15935.20                              FILING DATE: 31st January, 2020 
 

CFE(8): 3.1.1,18; 24.1.19;26.1.18 
 

PROPRIETOR: The International Association of Lions Clubs of 300 W. 22nd Street, Oak Brook, Illinoi 60523, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 36 for charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services for eye and hearing care research; 

charitable services, namely, providing funds to victims of and relief workers involved in natural or man-made disasters. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is in use. 
 

DISCLAIMER: The applicant claims no exclusive right to the use of the word “INTERNATIONAL”, separately and apart from the mark as 

shown. 
 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 
 

 

MARK:     
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16006.20                FILING DATE: 4th March, 2020 
 

CFE(8): 26.1.4 
 

PROPRIETOR:  Nippon Denshin Denwa Kabushiki Kaisha (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) of 5-1 Otemachi 1-

chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for cash registers; photocopying machines; mathematical instruments; time and date stamping 

machines; time clocks [time recording devices]; punched card office machines; voting machines; apparatus to check stamping mail; blueprint 

apparatus; coin counting and sorting machines; currency recognition machines; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; mechanisms for 

coin-operated car parking gates; teaching robots; life saving apparatus and equipment; fire alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; 

alarm monitoring systems; railway signal apparatus, luminous or mechanical; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; recorded game 

programs for arcade video game machine; virtual reality headsets for use in playing video games; simulators for the steering and control of 

vehicles; electronic sports training simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments, namely, constant temperature incubators for laboratory 

use, constant humidity incubators for laboratory use, laboratory glassware, laboratory centrifuges, laboratory burners, laboratory chemical 

reactors, laboratory photochemical reactors, gene analysis apparatus not for medical purposes; photographic machines and apparatus, 

namely, tilting heads for cameras, cameras, range finders for cameras, tripods for cameras, shutters for cameras, bellows for cameras, spools 

for cameras, slide projectors, self-timers for cameras, photographic flash units for cameras, flash lamps for cameras, viewfinders for cameras, 

lens filters for cameras, lens hoods for cameras, flash guns for cameras, film magazines for cameras, shutter releases for cameras, lenses for 

photographic apparatus and photographic exposure meters; optical apparatus and instruments; cinematographic machines and apparatus; 

projection screens; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 3D spectacles; measuring or testing machines 

and instruments, namely, temperature indicators, measuring instruments in the nature of gasometers, thermometers, not for medical purposes, 
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water meters, precision balances, planimeters, derived-unit measuring machines and apparatus, pressure gauges, level indicators, acoustic 

meters, tachometers, accelerometers, refractometers, photometers, altimeters, hygrometers, illuminometers, vibration meters, noisemeters, 

speed indicators, calorimeters, viscosimeters, concentration meters, gravimeters, densimeters, dynamometers, flowmeters, angle gauges, 

spherometers, inclinometers, interferometers, length measuring gauges, distance measuring apparatus, astronomical spectrographs; testing 

apparatus not for medical purposes, namely, semiconductor testing apparatus; resistance measuring instruments; weighing apparatus and 

instruments; measures; surveying apparatus and instruments; electrical measuring apparatus, namely, clamp meters for measuring electricity; 

observation instruments; meteorological observation apparatus, namely, meteorological instruments; surveying machines; detectors; optical 

inspection apparatus and instruments; temperature sensors; liquid level sensors; gyro sensors for determining position using GPS functions; 

timing sensors; touchscreen sensors; biochip sensors to monitor the vital signs, body temperatures and physical movements of persons 

wearing or carrying the devices and transmit these data to smart-phones or tablet computers, excluding those for medical use; biochip sensors 

for measuring cells, bacteria and dust, thermostats, food analysis apparatus, and dosimeters; LED position sensors; sensors for determining 

position; optical sensors; optical fiber tactile sensors; optical position sensors; photoelectric sensors; motion sensors; motion recognizing 

sensors; pressure sensors; downloadable virtual reality software for playing computer games and medical teaching; recorded virtual reality 

software for playing computer games and medical teaching; central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; 

power distribution or control machines and apparatus, namely, electric switches, electric relays, circuit breakers, power controllers, current 

rectifiers, electric connectors, electric circuit closers, electric capacitors, electric resistors, local switches, power distributing boxes, 

plugboards, fuses for electric current, lightning arresters, electric transformers, induction voltage regulators and electric reactors; rotary 

converters; phase modifiers; current rectifiers; inverters [electricity]; converters, electric; low voltage power supply; electric control devices 

for energy management; photovoltaic installation apparatus, namely, solar modules for production of electricity; photovoltaic systems that 

convert sunlight into electric and thermal energy; apparatus and instruments for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or 

controlling electric current; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic controllers for use with power 

converters; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; solar batteries; electrical cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers, namely, 

ammeters, voltmeters, phase indicators, oscillographs, circuit testers, antenna parameter measuring apparatus, magnetometers, frequency 

meters, resistance measuring instruments, wavemeters, wattmeters, and ohmmeters; electric potential sensors; electric current sensors; 

current sensors and testers for measuring semiconductor properties; coaxial cables; optical fiber cables; junction sleeves for electric cables; 

cables, electric; electric wires and cables; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; telegraph wires; telephone wires; wire connectors 

[electricity]; intercommunication apparatus; amplifiers; antennas; cell phone straps; compact disc players; digital photo frames; DVD 

players; facsimile machines; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; hands-free kits for telephones; head cleaning tapes [recording]; 

headphones; juke boxes, musical; phototelegraphy apparatus; portable media players; portable telephones; radio pagers; radios; vehicle 

radios; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; telephone receivers; record players; telegraphs [apparatus]; television apparatus; navigation 

apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; video recorders; video telephones; telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, 

automatic switching apparatus for telecommunication, telephone sets; wire communication machines and apparatus, namely, apparatus for 

transmission of communications, teletypewriters, automatic telegraph apparatus, manual telegraph apparatus; power-line transmission 

machines and apparatus, open-wire transmission machines and apparatus, cable broadcast transmission machines and apparatus, apparatus 

for broadcasting of sound and images, remote control telemetering machines and apparatus, digital voice recorder, sound recording 

apparatus, public-address systems and instruments, digital audio players, digital cameras; parts and accessories for telecommunication 

machines and apparatus, namely, antennas, magnetic head cleaners, loudspeakers, fuses for telecommunication apparatus, change-over 

switches for telecommunication apparatus, telephone connectors, electric capacitors for telecommunication apparatus, electric resistors for 

telecommunication apparatus, pickups for telecommunication apparatus, indicator lights for telecommunication apparatus, electrical 

transformers for telecommunication apparatus, surge protectors, microphones for telecommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus; 

transmitters [telecommunication]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; remote control apparatus, namely, 

remote controls for radios, televisions, stereos, projectors, air-conditioning apparatus, and motors; electronic navigational and positioning 

apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; answering machines; videocameras [camcorders]; cassette players; audio- and video-

receivers; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; transmitters of electronic signals; signal 

processors; sound reproduction apparatus; image processing devices, namely, electronic cards for processing images; wireless controllers to 

remotely monitor and control the function and status of security systems; optical discs; blank magnetic disks; electronic notice boards; 

magnetic encoders; floppy disks; magnetic tapes; modems; anti-interference devices [electricity]; digital signs; encoding and decoding 

apparatus; interfaces for computers and electronic information computer terminals for automobiles; security tokens [encryption devices]; 

electronic image analyzers; electronic agendas; bar code readers; encoded magnetic cards; central processing units [processors]; chips 

[integrated circuits]; computer game software, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer keyboards; computer memory 

devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; downloadable computer software for remote operation of 

telecommunications switches and for voice mail and messaging, to process voice, video, facsimile and data, for computer data delivery, for 

encrypting and decrypting an electronic data system to interface with cable and broadcast television networks; downloadable computer 

software for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, and for drawing pictures for children; downloadable computer software for use in the 

fields of electronic payments, providing databases of demographic information and encryption/decryption of information, for processing 

credit card transactions in the field of electronic commerce; downloadable computer software and software programs for facilitating 

computer aided design (CAD) and large scale integrated circuit design, for automatic order cycle processes between retailers and 

manufactures; recorded computer software for data management and downloadable software for accessing a global computer network or 

interactive computer communications network which provides information on a wide variety of topics of public interest in the fields of 

business, computers, culture, and electronic commerce; downloadable software for downloading data from a computer network; 

downloadable computer anti-virus software; downloadable computer software for use in computer security for ensuring data security, 
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internet security through preventing computer viruses, preventing computer risks through ensuring the security of downloadable data, 

computer system threat analysis, computer virus scanning, identity management, penetration testing of computers and networks to assess 

information security vulnerability; downloadable computer software for deep learning, natural language generation, statistical learning, 

supervised learning and unsupervised learning in the field of artificial intelligence, and for data mining, predictive analytics and business 

intelligence; recorded computer software in the field of artificial intelligence for machine learning, deep learning, natural language 

generation, statistical learning, supervised learning, unsupervised learning, data mining, predictive analytics and business intelligence; 

recorded computer software and downloadable computer software for voice recognition, image recognition, video recognition, dialog 

management, artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural language processing, text-to-speech conversion, speech synthesis, emotional 

detection and synthesis, and voice and data communications; downloadable computer software for computer vision to optimize workflows 

and analysis of big data sets; downloadable computer software for indexing and making searchable data from any application, server or 

network device; downloadable computer software for data integration, data manipulation, data analysis, development of predictive systems 

and privacy management; downloadable computer software programs to design, operate and manage information communication technology 

(ICT) systems of others; downloadable computer software that enables users to administer, manage and optimize cloud resources and ICT 

resources; downloadable computer software for setting up and configuring local and wide area networks; downloadable LAN (local area 

network) operating software; downloadable VPN (virtual private network) operating software; downloadable WAN (wide area network) 

operating software; downloadable computer software for administration of computer networks; downloadable network access server 

operating software; downloadable computer software for performing tasks, namely, combinatorial optimization, machine learning, and 

network analysis; downloadable computer software for use in optical computing and Coherent Network Computing; downloadable software 

for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; 

downloadable computer software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes; downloadable software for monitoring and 

controlling communication between computers and automated machine systems; downloadable computer software for fusion reactor 

operations; downloadable computer software for gene analysis; downloadable computer software for simulating organ based on vital data; 

computers; data processing apparatus; disk drives for computers; electronic pens [visual display units]; electronic pocket translators; 

electronic tags for goods; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; identity cards, magnetic; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; 

integrated circuits; juke boxes for computers; laptop computers; magnetic tape units for computers; microprocessors; monitors [computer 

hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; data processing equipment, namely, computer mouse; mouse pads; pocket calculators; document 

printers for use with computers; optical character readers; readers [data processing equipment]; scanners [data processing equipment]; semi-

conductors; electronic indicator boards; electronic desk calculators; hand-held electronic dictionaries; downloadable electronic dictionaries; 

electronic circuits, not including those recorded with computer programs; personal digital assistants [PDAs] in the shape of a watch; 

smartphones; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs for user identification 

and authentication; downloadable cloud computing software for deploying virtual machines to a cloud computing platform and managing 

virtual machines on a cloud computing platform; downloadable computer software and recorded computer software for use in database 

management; computer hardware; light-emitting diodes [LED]; electrostatic copying machines; word processors; electron tubes; semi-

conductor elements, namely, memories; downloadable software for processing images; semiconductor chips for use in processing images; 

downloadable augmented reality software for playing computer games and medical teaching; downloadable computer software and recorded 

computer software for simulation in augmented reality for playing computer games and medical teaching; downloadable computer graphical 

user interface software; recorded computer graphical user interface software; downloadable computer security software and recorded 

computer security software for controlling and managing access server applications; downloadable software for ensuring the security of 

electronic mail; downloadable computer programs and recorded computer programs for database security management; downloadable data 

processing software; recorded data processing software; downloadable data processing programs; recorded data processing programs; 

memories for data processing equipment; downloadable computer software for application and database integration; downloadable computer 

software and recorded computer software for processing information; 3D scanners; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts, namely, 

smartwatches, smartglasses, tablet computers, computer terminals, and portable computers; computers featuring artificial intelligence; 

electrodes for laboratory research; electrodes of electronic parts and semiconductor elements; electrodes and parts thereof; plates for 

batteries; fuel cell electrodes; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for use in agricultural purposes for protection against accidents; 

eyeglasses and goggles, namely, spectacles; downloadable game programs and recorded game programs for home video game machines; 

downloadable consumer video game programs; recorded consumer video game programs; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with 

programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs 

for electronic musical instruments; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; compact discs [audio-video]; 

prerecorded video discs and video tapes featuring sports, games, entertainment events, music live concerts, shows and plays; animated 

cartoons; downloadable image files; downloadable images and videos featuring sports, games, entertainment events, music live concerts, 

shows and plays; electronic publications, downloadable; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; 38 for 

telecommunication, other than broadcasting, namely, telecommunications access, gateway, routing and junction services, wireless telephone 

services, electronic data interchange, providing access to the Internet and other telecommunication networks, providing virtual private 

network (VPN) services; rental of access time to global computer networks; communications by cellular phones; mobile telephone 

communication; providing internet chatrooms; communications by computer terminals; computerized communication services, namely, 

providing private and secure real time electronic communication over a computer network; communications by fiber optic networks; 

communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; transmission of electronic mail; facsimile transmission; providing 

telecommunications connections to a global computer network; videoconferencing services; transmission of digital files; leasing of 

telecommunications lines; transmission of audio and video content via computer networks; providing access to databases; transmission of 

information through video communication systems using a computer; information about telecommunication; satellite transmission; 
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transmission, broadcasting and reception of audio, video, still and moving images, text and data in real time via cable television, wireless 

communication networks, and the Internet; providing user access to a blog, chat room, bulletin board and discussion service via the internet; 

digital network telecommunications services; cable television broadcasting; radio broadcasting; television broadcasting; video broadcasting 

via the Internet and other communications networks; news agencies services; rental of telecommunication equipment, namely, telephones 

and facsimile apparatus; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; 42 for architectural consultancy; advisory and consultancy 

services relating to the design and development of on-line computer software systems; providing information on testing, inspection and 

research of pharmaceuticals by applying genetic characteristics; providing information on testing, inspection and research in the field of 

medical science; research and development of chemical preparations and pharmaceuticals; testing, inspection, development and research of 

pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and foodstuffs and providing information relating thereto; providing scientific and technological information 

relating to risk factors; industrial survey and research on logistics; testing and research on telecommunication machines and apparatus; rental 

of measuring and testing machines and instruments; rental of electric and magnetic meters and testers; providing information and advice on 

cloud computing; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for use in database management, for use as a 

spreadsheet and computer search engine, for word processing and non-downloadable software for accessing a global computer network or 

interactive computer communications network which provides information on a wide variety of topics of public interest in the field of 

business, computer, culture, electronic commerce and a wide range of fields on global computer network; providing temporary use of online 

non-downloadable computer software that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining information from 

various databases and presenting it in an easy-to-understand user interface; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for 

managing data centers; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for database integration; providing temporary use of 

online non-downloadable software for database management in connection with cloud computing services; providing temporary use of 

online non-downloadable software for use in asset optimization, industrial automation, machine diagnostics, and optimization of industrial, 

healthcare, manufacturing and infrastructure management processes; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software in the 

field of artificial intelligence for machine learning, deep learning, natural language generation, statistical learning, supervised learning, un-

supervised learning, data mining, predictive analytics and business intelligence; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 

software for voice recognition, image recognition, video recognition and user interface, dialog management, artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, natural language processing, text-to-speech conversion, speech synthesis, emotional detection and synthesis, and voice and data 

communications; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for computer vision to optimize workflows and analysis of 

big data sets; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for indexing and making searchable data from any application, 

server or network device; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for data integration, data manipulation, data 

analysis, development of predictive systems and privacy management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for 

managing telecommunication networks in connection with cloud computing services; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 

software for managing the electronic storage of data; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for integration of private 

and public cloud computing environments; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for providing cloud hosting 

services; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for efficient utilization of cloud computing services; providing 

temporary use of online non-downloadable anti-virus software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in 

computer security, internet security, preventing computer risks, computer system threat analysis, computer virus scanning, identity 

management, penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; providing temporary use of online 

non-downloadable software that enable users to design, operate and manage information communication technology (ICT) systems of others; 

providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that enables users to administer, manage and optimize cloud resources and 

ICT resources; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for setting up and configuring local and wide area networks; 

providing temporary use of online non-downloadable LAN (local area network) operating software; providing temporary use of online non-

downloadable VPN (virtual private network) operating software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable WAN (wide area 

network) operating software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for administration of computer networks; 

providing temporary use of online non-downloadable network access server operating software; providing temporary use of online non-

downloadable software for performing tasks, namely, combinatorial optimization, machine learning, and network analysis; providing 

temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in optical computing and Coherent Network Computing; providing temporary 

use of online non-downloadable software for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices within a building, 

facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that enable users to monitor and 

control factory manufacturing processes; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for monitoring and controlling 

communication between computers and automated machine systems; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer 

software for fusion reactor operations; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for gene analysis; providing 

temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for simulating organ based on vital data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable computer programs for user authentication; rental of memory space for computer memory devices; rental of internet servers; 

meteorological information; architectural services; surveying; urban planning; construction drafting; residential building design and 

construction planning services and consultancy relating thereto; geological research; geological surveys; designing of machines, apparatus, 

instruments, including their parts, or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; providing information relating to 

computer design services; design of computers, electronic devices and telecommunication devices and technical advice relating thereto; 

consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; development of computer hardware; electrode design; engineering 

relating to robotics; design and development of energy distribution networks; engineering services relating to energy supply systems; design 

of energy saving equipment; power generator design; design and development of prostheses; design and development of software for 

processing and distribution of multimedia content; computer technology consultancy; information and consultancy services relating to 

information technology (IT); graphic arts design; industrial design; styling [industrial design]; designing, other than for advertising purposes, 
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namely, dress designing, architectural design, interior design, packaging design and tool design; computer software design, computer 

programming and maintenance of computer software; duplication of computer programs; installation of computer software; updating of 

computer software; computer software consultancy; computer system design, development and consultancy services related thereto; 

conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; designing, creating and maintaining web sites; conversion of computer 

programs and data, other than physical conversion; digitization of documents [scanning]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 

providing search engines for the internet; providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; providing search 

engines for obtaining data via communications networks; recovery of computer data; web site design consultancy; development of computer 

programs for simulating laboratory experiments; configuration of computer network systems; configuration of computer programs and 

expansion and addition of their functions; design of Internet home pages; computer programming for disaster prevention system; 

programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; computer software technical support services, 

namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems, remote administration and management of in-house and hosted software 

applications; reconstitution of databases, namely, reconstruction of database systems for others; electronic data back-up services; 

development of application software for delivery of multimedia content; data security consultancy; remote monitoring of computer systems 

for detecting unauthorized access and data breach; computer security consultancy; providing information on analysis of technical results and 

computerised research results pertaining to electronic storage of data log; analysis of technical big data electronic storage and computerised 

big data electronic storage; providing information on analysis of technical results and computerised research results pertaining to electronic 

storage of big data; computer programming for image processing system using a computer; design and development of image processing 

software; design and development of computer game software and virtual reality software; programming and development of virtual reality 

software; computer and internet security consultancy and data encryption services; programming and development of Internet security 

computer programs; computer programming services for electronic data security; computer programming for security management of 

information processing; consultation on computer programming for computer network security and providing information relating thereto; 

programming and development of data processing computer programs; consultancy in the field of computer system integration; integration of 

computer systems and computer networks; programming of energy management software; computer system analysis and providing 

information relating thereto; research and consultancy services relating to computer software; computer security threat analysis for protecting 

data; providing information relating to analysis and research of computer viruses; computer virus protection services; technological advice 

relating to the design of computers, automobiles and industrial machines; testing, inspection, research and development of gene therapy 

pharmaceutical preparations; research and technical survey of drugs related to genetic analysis; laboratory testing and research on 

biotechnology and advice thereon; scientific laboratory services; conducting technical project studies; scientific research; analysis of 

technical data in the fields of telecommunication, computer security, transportation, business management, healthcare, traffic information 

and location information; technological research; technical writing; research and development of new products for others; consultancy in the 

field of energy-saving; research in the field of physics; quality control; testing and research services in the field of electricity; testing and 

research in the fields of telecommunications and mobile communications technology; technical surveying and research on environmental 

sanitation and advice relating thereto; engineering survey, research and advice on regional development planning and urban development 

planning; quality control services for certification purposes; scientific and technological research in the field of natural disasters; research on 

building construction or city planning; testing and research services in the field of preventing pollution; testing and research services in the 

field of civil engineering; providing information on testing, research, survey, evaluation, and analysis on energy saving engineering and 

results thereof; computer programming services, namely, collection, analysis and storage of data log; advice on testing, data analysis and 

measurement in the field of civil engineering, construction; research in the field of data processing technology; updating of software for data 

processing; consultation on research, technical survey and development of information processing technology and communication 

technology; research on information processing technology; consultancy relating to technological services in the field of power and energy 

supply; engineering survey, testing or research on unused energy sources; research on generation, transmission, distribution and use of 

electrical power; testing, inspection and research services in the fields of agriculture, livestock breeding, horticulture and fisheries and 

providing information and advice related thereto; advice on agricultural technology; functionality testing and research on machines, 

apparatus and instruments; calibration [measuring]; mechanical research; quality control testing services for horticultural equipment; quality 

control testing services for agricultural machinery; rental of measuring apparatus; computer rental; hosting computer sites [web sites]; rental 

of web servers; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; rental of computer software and computer programs; leasing 

of computers; leasing computer facilities; leasing of computer programs; rental of web servers and providing information relating thereto; 

hosting of digital content on the Internet; consulting services in the field of software as a service [SaaS]; providing on-line non-

downloadable, Internet-based software for medical image analysis; providing on-line non-downloadable virtual reality software; providing 

on-line non-downloadable, Internet-based software for electronic payment system management; providing on-line non-downloadable, 

Internet-based software for information security protection; providing on-line non-downloadable, Internet-based software for improvement 

of copy protection security functions; providing on-line non-downloadable, Internet-based software for computer security; rental of data 

processing apparatus; providing on-line non-downloadable, Internet-based software for integrating computer systems. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:     
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16204.20                                     FILING DATE: 2nd June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4a. calle y 2ª avenida “A”, lote 18 “A”, kilometro 30.5 Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A. Amatitlán, Guatemala 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for advertising; services comprising the recording, transcription, composition, compilation and 

systematization of written communications and recordings, as well as the compilation of mathematical or statistical data; 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: BITCA 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16285.20                               FILING DATE: 19th JUNE, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Quimicos y Lubricantes, S.A. of Anillo Periférico, Guatemala City, Guatemala 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for preparation to destroy weeds, harmful animal, namely, fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, 

antimite, pesticide and coadjuvants; INTERNATIONAL CLASS 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Ltd., Attorneys at Law, of Withfield Tower, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, 

Belize 
 

MARK:    

 

CFE(8):4.3.3 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16318.20                FILING DATE: 26th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Sazerac Brands, LLC, of 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400, Louisville Kentucky 40223, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for beers; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; flavoured malt based 

beverages, excluding beers; mall liquors [beer]; lager; craft beer; flavoured beer; non-alcoholic beer, wine, cider, and aperitifs; mineral and 

aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; carbonated soft drinks; cola; lemonade; ginger beer; tonic water; fruit-flavoured beverages 

and fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; non-alcoholic cordials; 33 for alcoholic beverages, except beers; spirits [beverages] and 

liquors; distilled beverages; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; whiskey; blended whiskey; bourbon whiskey; whiskey based liqueurs; flavoured 

whiskey; flavoured bourbon; cinnamon-flavoured whiskey; cinnamon flavoured bourbon; wine; cider; gin; vodka; rum; pre-mixed alcoholic 

beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic beverages, except beer, containing spices. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:   FIREBALL 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16319.20                FILING DATE: 26th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Sazerac Brands, LLC, of 10101 Linn Station Road, Suite 400, Louisville Kentucky 40223, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 32 for Beers; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; flavoured malt based 

beverages, excluding beers; mall liquors [beer]; lager; craft beer; flavoured beer; non-alcoholic beer, wine, cider, and aperitifs; mineral and 

aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; carbonated soft drinks; cola; lemonade; ginger beer; tonic water; fruit-flavoured beverages 

and fruit juices; syrups for making beverages; non-alcoholic cordials; 33 for alcoholic beverages, except beers; spirits [beverages] and 

liquors; distilled beverages; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; whiskey; blended whiskey; bourbon whiskey; whiskey based liqueurs; flavoured 

whiskey; flavoured bourbon; cinnamon-flavoured whiskey; cinnamon flavoured bourbon; wine; cider; gin; vodka; rum; pre-mixed alcoholic 

beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic beverages, except beer, containing spices. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: ACCELERON 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16408.20                              FILING DATE: 14th August, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Monsanto Technology LLC, of 800 North Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri 63167, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 1 for chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, 

insecticides and parasiticides; biological preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry for the treatment of seeds; inoculants, 

namely, biological microorganisms used in agriculture; 5 for Preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, and 

pesticides; chemical and biochemical preparations for the treatment of seeds, namely, fungicides, insecticides, nematicides, agricultural 

biopesticides; 31 for seeds for planting; 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Ltd., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor,  4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:   MAGSAFE 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16509.20                FILING DATE: 13th October, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computers; computer hardware; handheld computers; tablet computers; mobile telephones; smart 

phones; smart watches; computer software, recorded; downloadable computer software for setting up, configuring, operating or controlling 

mobile devices, mobile telephones, computers, computer peripherals and smart watches; downloadable computer software for application 

development; computer game software, downloadable; peripheral devices for computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices; 

wearable computers; wearable video display monitors; head mounted displays; headsets for use with computers, smart phones, smart 

watches, and smart glasses; computer keyboards, computer mouse, namely, trackballs, mouse pads, computer printer for printing documents, 

disk drives for computers; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; digital audio and video players and recorders; audio speakers; audio 

amplifiers and receivers; vehicle radios; equalizers [audio apparatus]; sound recording apparatus; earphones; headphones; microphones; 

computer chips; encoded card readers for credit cards; card readers for magnetically encoded cards; electronic payment terminals; batteries 

for lighting; batteries, electric; electrical and electronic connectors, couplers [data processing equipment], wires, cables, battery chargers, 

electronic docking stations, and adapters for use with computers, mobile telephones and smart watches; interfaces for computers; protective 

films adapted for computer screens; cell phone battery chargers; mobile phone cases featuring rechargeable batteries; wireless battery 
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chargers; carrying cases for cell phones; carrying cases for mobile computers; cases adapted for mobile phones; cell phone cases; cell phone 

covers; computer carrying cases; protective carrying cases for portable music players; protective cases for smartphones, namely, protective 

cases with integrated batteries for use with cell phones, mobile computers, earphones, tablets, and portable handheld devices; protective 

covers for electronic reading devices; protective covers for smartphones; protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable 

media players; protective covers and cases for tablet computers; 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:   MAGSAFE CHARGER 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16510.20                FILING DATE: 13th October, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computers; computer hardware; wearable computers; handheld computers; tablet computers; 

telecommunication exchangers, telecommunication cables; telecommunication switches; telephone apparatus; mobile telephones; smart 

phones; wireless communication devices for the transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; 

intercommunication apparatus; transmitters [telecommunication]; wearable digital electronic devices comprised primarily of software and 

display screens for providing access to the internet, for sending, receiving and storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital 

data; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; electronic book readers; computer software, recorded; 

downloadable computer software for setting up, configuring, operating or controlling mobile devices, mobile telephones, wearable devices, 

computers, computer peripherals, set top boxes, televisions, and audio and video players; downloadable computer software for application 

development; computer game software, downloadable; digital media, namely, downloadable pre-recorded audio, video and multimedia 

content; computer peripheral devices; peripheral devices for computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic 

devices, smart watches, smart glasses, earphones, headphones, set top boxes, and audio and video players and recorders; wearable computer 

peripherals in the nature of keyboards, printers and scanners, projectors, webcams; wearable peripherals for use with computers, mobile 

telephones, mobile electronic devices in the nature of tablets, calculators, handheld game consoles, digital players, digital cameras, digital 

video cameras, smart cards; audio- and video-receivers; record players; sound recording apparatus; video recorders; accelerometers; 

altimeters; distance measuring apparatus; distance recording apparatus; pedometer; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; 

headsets for use with computers, smart phones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smart watches, smart glasses, 

televisions, and audio and video players and recorders; 3D spectacles; eyeglasses; sunglasses; spectacle lenses; optical glass; optical goods; 

optical apparatus and instruments; cameras [photography]; flashes for cameras; computer keyboards, computer mouse, namely, trackballs, 

mouse pads, printers, disk drives for computers; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; digital audio and video players and recorders; 

audio speakers; audio amplifiers and receivers; vehicle radios; equalizers [audio apparatus]; sound recording apparatus; earphones; 

headphones; microphones; television receivers [TV sets] and monitors; radios; radio transmitters and receivers; global positioning system 

[GPS] apparatus; navigational instruments; remote control apparatus for controlling computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, 

wearable electronic devices, smart watches, smart glasses, audio and video players and recorders, televisions, speakers, amplifiers, home 

theatre systems, and entertainment systems; computer chips; encoded card readers for credit cards; card readers for magnetically encoded 

cards; electronic payment terminals; batteries for lighting, batteries, electric; battery chargers; electrical and electronic connectors, couplers 

[data processing equipment], wires, cables, electronic docking stations, and adapters for use with all of the aforesaid goods; interfaces for 

computers; protective films adapted for computer screens; covers for smartphones; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for 

tablet computers; bags adapted for laptops; cases for smartphones; eyeglass cases; sleeves for laptops; cell phone straps; selfie sticks [hand-

held monopods]; chargers for electronic cigarettes; electronic collars to train animals; electronic agendas; apparatus to check stamping mail; 

cash registers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; hemline markers; voting machines; electronic tags for goods; 

facsimile machines; weighing apparatus and instruments; measures; electronic notice boards; measuring apparatus; wafers [silicon slices]; 

integrated circuits; amplifiers; fluorescent screens; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electric installations for the remote control of 

industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolyzers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; life saving apparatus 

and equipment; whistle alarms; animated cartoons; egg-candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences; electrically heated 

socks; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; heat regulating apparatus; thermostats; electric regulating apparatus; electric light regulators 

[dimmers]; lighting control apparatus; electrical outlets; switches, electric; alarms, alarm sensors, and alarm monitoring systems; safety 

sensors, namely, smoke and carbon monoxide detectors; electric and electronic locks and latches for doors and windows; electronic access 

control systems for interlocking doors; security surveillance robots. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “CHARGER”, separately and apart from the 

mark as shown, 
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PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 13th day of August, 2020 under number 81199 in Jamaica. 
 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:         

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16517.20                              FILING DATE: 19th October, 2020 
 

CFE(8): 26.1.2,18; 
 

PROPRIETOR: INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD. of NO. 1, JINSHAN ROAD, JINSHAN 

DEVELOPMENT ZONE, HOHHOT, CHINA 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for tonics [medicines]; mineral waters for medical purposes; medicinal drinks; dietary fibre; medical 

preparations for slimming purposes; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; medicines for human purposes; vitamin 

preparations; radioactive substances for medical purposes; gases for medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph 

electrodes; semen for artificial insemination; disinfectants; solutions for contact lenses; bouillons for bacteriological cultures; medicated 

sweets; protein dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; albumin dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; mineral food 

supplements; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic foods adapted for medical 

purposes; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies; infant formula; powdered milk for babies; air purifying preparations; medicated animal 

feed; dietary supplements for animals; pesticides; babies' diapers; breast-nursing pads; dental abrasives; diapers for pets; probiotic 

supplements; probiotic preparations for medical use; protein dietary supplement; 29 for meat; seaweed extracts for food; fish, not live; fruits, 

tinned; fruit, preserved; fruit and vegetable based snack food; processed betel nuts; vegetables, preserved; eggs; butter; cream [dairy 

products]; milk; milk products; yoghurt; whipped cream; powdered milk for food purposes; milk beverages, milk predominating; soya milk; 

milk shakes; tea-based beverages with milk; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages; soybean milk; smetana; peanut milk; peanut milk-

based beverages; powdered soya milk; coconut milk; coconut milk-based beverages; rice milk; cheese; edible fats; fruit jellies; nuts, 

prepared; dried edible fungi; bean curd; sausage casings, natural or artificial; powdered goat milk; fresh raw cheese; goat milk; yogurt based 

beverages; fermented milk; solid milk; buttermilk; cheese; set yogurt; milk drinks containing fruits; milk substitutes; lactic acid drinks; 30 for 

coffee-based beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; coffee; cocoa, baked, powdered, granular or for beverage; chocolate-based 

beverages; Oolong tea; tea-based beverages; castor sugar; candies; honey; golden syrup; pastries; wholemeal bread; sugar confectionery; oat 

flakes; instant rice; cereal preparations; soya flour; rice; sago; wheat flour; instant noodles; Chinese rice noodles (bifun, uncooked); cereal-

based snack food; rice-based snack food; food starch; ice cream; edible ices; ice pops; cooking salt; vinegar; soya sauce; condiments; 

mustard; fish sauce; yeast powder; leaven; aromatic preparations for food; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; 

preparations for stiffening whipped cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; glutinous rice flour; 

powders for making ice cream; edible fruit ices; sherbets [ices]; 32 for beer; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; non-alcoholic 

beverages flavoured with beer; protein-enriched sports beverages; energy drinks; carbonated water; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; whey 

beverages; waters [beverages]; lithia water; mineral water [beverages]; table waters; lemonades; soda water; non-alcoholic beverages; 

aerated water; isotonic beverages; kvass; smoothies; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; protein-enriched sports beverages; 

non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea; soft drinks; carbonated soft drinks; drinking 

distilled water; purified drinking water; non-alcoholic water-based beverages containing herbal extracts; soy-based beverages not being milk 

substitutes; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; sherbets [beverages] ; ginger beverages; seltzer water. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

The applicant claims priority under the basis of four applications field on the 6th July, 2020 under application numbers 47844662 for class 5; 

47827262 for class 29; 47838871 for class 30; and 47844067 for class 32; 
 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 
 

MARK:   APPLE PRORAW 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16547.20                FILING DATE: 28th October, 2020 
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PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for computers; computer hardware; wearable computers; handheld computers; tablet computers; 

telecommunication exchangers; telecommunication cables; telecommunication switches; telephone apparatus; mobile telephones; smart 

phones; wireless communication devices for the transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; 

intercommunication apparatus; transmitters [telecommunication]; wearable digital electronic devices comprised primarily of software and 

display screens for providing access to the internet, for sending, receiving and storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital 

data; wearable activity trackers; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; electronic book readers; computer software, recorded; 

downloadable computer software for setting up, configuring, operating or controlling mobile devices, mobile telephones, wearable devices, 

computers, computer peripherals, set top boxes, televisions, and audio and video players; downloadable computer software for application 

development; computer game software, downloadable; digital media, namely, downloadable pre-recorded audio, video and multimedia 

content; computer peripheral devices; peripheral devices for mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smart 

watches, smart glasses, earphones, headphones, set top boxes, audio- and video-receivers, record players, sound recording apparatus and 

video recorders; wearable computer peripherals in the nature of keyboards, printers and scanners, projectors, webcams; wearable peripherals 

for use with computers, mobile telephones, mobile electronic devices in the nature of smartphones, tablets, calculators, handheld game 

consoles, digital players, digital cameras, digital video cameras, smart cards; audio- and video-receivers; record players; video recorders; 

headsets for use with computers, smart phones, mobile electronic devices, wearable electronic devices, smartwatches, smart glasses, 

televisions, and audio and video players and recorders; smart glasses; 3D spectacles; eyeglasses; sunglasses; spectacle lenses; optical glass; 

optical goods; optical apparatus and instruments; cameras [photography]; flashes for cameras; computer keyboards, computer mouse, 

namely, trackballs, mouse pads; computer chips; encoded card readers for credit cards; card readers for magnetically encoded cards; 

electronic payment terminals; batteries for lighting; batteries, electric; electrical and electronic connectors, couplers [data processing 

equipment], wires, cables, battery chargers, electronic docking stations, and adapters for use with all of the aforesaid goods; interfaces for 

computers; protective films adapted for computer screens; covers for smartphones; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for 

tablet computers; bags adapted for laptops; cases for smartphones; eyeglass cases; sleeves for laptops; cell phone straps; selfie sticks [hand-

held monopods]. 
  
STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 1st day of May, 2020 under number 2020-327 in Liechtenstein. 
 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½ Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:  
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16553.20                              FILING DATE: 29th October, 2020 
 

CFE(8): 26.4.1.18 
 

PROPRIETOR: AEOLUS TYRE CO., LTD. of No.48 Jiaodong South Road Jiaozuo, Henan, China 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; bicycle tyres; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; pneumatic 

tires; solid tires for vehicle wheels; spare wheel covers; automobile tires [tyres]; inner tubes for bicycle tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; 

tires for vehicle wheels. 
 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

The applicant claims that the transliteration of the non-Latin Characters in the mark is “HE” and “NAN” and when translated to the English 

language is “RIVER” and “SOUTH” and that the transliteration of the Chinese Characters in in the mark is “RIVER” and “SOUTH”. 
 

AGENT: DUJON & DUJON Attorneys at Law, of #24 Tangerine Street, Belmopan City, Belize 
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MARK: MAGSAFE 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16564.20                             FILING DATE: 4th November, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California, 95014, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 18 for suitcases; trunks [luggage]; all purpose carrying bags; backpacks; all-purpose athletic bags; all-

purpose sports bags; beach bags; book bags; duffel bags; garment bags for travel; shopping bags; school bags; tote bags; carrying cases; 

attaché cases; briefcases; handbags; pocket wallets; purses; vanity, toiletry, cosmetic and lipstick cases sold empty; cosmetic bags sold 

empty; business card cases; card cases [notecases]; credit card cases [wallets]; document cases; key cases; leather straps. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

The applicant claims priority on the basis of an application filed on the 12th day of October, 2020 under Number 081712 in Jamaica 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LTD. Attorneys at Law, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 

Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: VIGORO 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16617.20                            FILING DATE: 27th November, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Home Depot International, Inc., of 2455 Paces Ferry Road, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 1 for fertilizer; plant food; potting soil; 31 for straw mulch; plant seeds; live plants and trees; wood chips 

for use as ground cover. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:      
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16629.20                             FILING DATE: 20th November, 2020 
 

CFE(8): 22.3.1,5; 29.1.1 ,2  
 

PROPRIETOR: Gruma S.A.B. de C.V. of Rio de Plata #407 Ote. Col del Valle San Pedro Garza Garcia 66220, México 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for snack dips [excluding salsa and other sauces and based dips such as chocolate or caramel used as 

dips]; sour cream; cheese in the form of dips; bean dip; processed jalapenos; pickled jalapenos; guacamole; prepared food kits composed of 

meat, poultry, fish, seafood, and/or vegetables and also including sauces or seasonings, ready for cooking and assembly as a meal; 30 for taco 

seasoning; sauces [condiments], namely, taco sauce; taco shells; cheese sauce; salsas; bean salsa; spices; tortillas; wheat flour tortillas, 

namely, wraps; tortilla chips [crispy tortillas]; wheat flour-based flatbreads; naan bread; unleavened bread, namely, roti; pita bread; tostadas 

[hard tortilla]; corn-based snack foods. 
 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that has bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize  
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MARK: BLUEJEANS 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16635.20                           FILING DATE: 4th December, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Verizon Trademark Services LLC, of 1300 І Street NW, Suite 500 East, Washington, D.C. 20005, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 38 for telecommunications services in the nature of teleconferencing, audio conferencing, web 

conferencing, and video conferencing; video collaboration services and teleconferencing services, namely, providing internet chatrooms and 

online forums; videoconferencing services and digital transmission services, namely, real-time streaming of video and audio material via the 

internet. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

The applicant claims priority on the basis of an application filed on 5th June, 2020, under Number 4521249 in India. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Ltd., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: DECAKILA 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16650.20                              FILING DATE: 10th December, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: CHONGOING AMITY MACHINERY CO., LTD. of NO. 200 ZHONGSHAN 2 ROAD, YUZHONG  DISTRICT, 

CHONGQING 400014, CHINA 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 6 for nails; fittings of metal for furniture; non-electric door bells of metal; locks of metal, other than 

electric; keys of metal; safes [metal or non-metal]; tool chests of metal, empty; alloys of common metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; 

valves of metal, other than parts of machines; nozzles of metal; building materials of metal; steps [ladders] of metal; steel wire; hooks [metal 

hardware]; screws of metal; small items of metal hardware, namely springs, washers, nuts, pulleys for metal other than for machines, 

common metal pulls, drywall screw, chipboard screw, self-tapping screw, self-drilling screw, plugs of metal, wedge anchor bolts, heavy duty 

shell anchor bolts, screw plug sets, screw plug sets with hook screw; soldering wire of metal; works of art of common metal; 7 for 

agricultural machines; lawnmowers [machines]; aerating pumps for aquaria; electric hair clipping machines for animals; saws [machines]; 

electromechanical food preparation machines, in the nature of electric food processors; butter machines; meat choppers [machines]; bread 

cutting machines; kneading machines; crushing machines; mixing machines; flour mill machines; electric juice extractors; packing machines 

for food; electromechanical beverage preparation machines; engraving machines; electric kitchen machines, namely grinders, crushers, 

mixers, juicers; washing machines [laundry]; dry-cleaning machines; road rollers; jacks [machines]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; 

industrial robots; drilling heads [parts of machines]; electric scissors; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; hand-held electrical drill; 

pneumatic hand tools, namely pneumatic grinding machines, pneumatic polishing machines, pneumatic screwdriver; air-operated power 

tools, namely, sanders, rivet guns, spanners; abrasive belts for power-operated sanders; pneumatic nail guns; power-operated angle grinders; 

paint spraying machines; spray guns for paint; motors, other than for land vehicles; dynamos; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 

valves [parts of machines]; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land vehicles; electric door closers; electric door openers; electric window 

openers; electric window closers; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; high pressure washers; vacuum cleaners; steam mops; 

vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; electric machines and 

apparatus for carpet shampooing; brushes for vacuum cleaners; electric shoe polishers; 8 for abrading instruments [hand instruments]; hand-

operated garden tools; manicure sets; beard clippers; hand implements for hair curling; graving tools [hand tools]; secateurs; sabres; table 

cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; hand-operated hand tools; 9 for computer programs [downloadable software]; document printers for use 

with computers; smart watches [data processing]; smart eyeglasses [data processing]; downloadable computer software application for 

mobile phones namely software for data management and for on-line shopping and for processing electronic payments for others; biometric 

retinal scanners; biometric identification apparatus namely for facial recognition; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; 

weighing apparatus and instruments; bathroom scales; rulers [measuring instruments]; computer network router; intercommunication 

apparatus; video phones; cabinets for loudspeakers; electronic video surveillance apparatus, namely, cameras, security mirrors for 

surveillance, security surveillance robot; tachographs; television apparatus; air analysis apparatus; surveying apparatus and instruments; 

lasers, not for medical purposes; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; gas testing instruments; thermometers, not for medical 

purposes; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; video screens; remote control telemetering apparatus; electric plugs; electric 

switches; circuit breakers; sensors, namely, electric sensors, optical sensors, pressure sensors, temperature sensors; protection devices for 

personal use against accidents; protective industrial face masks; gloves for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against 

accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; electric theft prevention installations; electric locks; 

biometric fingerprint door locks; electric door bells; alarms, namely, fire alarms, smoke alarms, gas alarms, burglar alarms; smoke detectors; 

electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electric batteries; battery chargers; mobile power supplies, namely rechargeable 
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batteries; for physiotherapy apparatus; massage apparatus; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; thermometers for medical purposes; 

glucometers; body fat monitors; cholesterol meters; hearing aids; soporific pillows for insomnia; ear plugs [ear protection devices]. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Ltd., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1777, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: VAXZEVRIA 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16656.20                              FILING DATE: 14th December, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: AstraZeneca UK Limited, of 1 Francis Crick Avenue, Cambridge Biomedical Campus, Cambridge, United Kingdom 

CB2 0AA 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; vaccines.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

PRIORITY:  The applicant claims priority on the basis of an application filed on 13th November 2020, under Application Number 

UK00003555632 in the United Kingdom. 
 

AGENT: EPROINT (BELIZE) LIMITED, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:                     CFE(8):26.13.25 

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16747.21                FILING DATE: 4th February, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: DISAGRO DE GUATEMALA SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of Anillo Periférico, 17-36 zona 11, Cuidad de Guatemala, 

Guatemala 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 7 for bobbin for weaving looms; mechanical bobbins to roll up a hose, namely, reels, mechanical, for 

flexible hoses; machine tools, power-operated tools, namely, lawn and garden edgers; motors and engines, other than for land vehicles; 

machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; automatic 

vending machines; 11 for electrically-heated garden hoses, water filters, shower mixing valves, thermostatic valves, steam valves, radiator 

valves; mixer faucets for water pipes; water control valves for faucets; plumbing fittings, namely, valves; apparatus for lighting; heating 

installation; steam generating installation; cooking, refrigerating and drying, water supply and sanitary apparatus; ventilation hoods; 17 for 

duct tape, rubber sheets for topping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, namely, pipe jackets, not of metal, rubber tubes and hoses of 

textile material. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark in Belize. 
 

TRANSLATION: The translation of the words “Disagro Riego”, when translated to English is “Disagro Watering”. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: GILLY HICKS 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16755.21                               FILING DATE: 10th February, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Abercrombie & Fitch Europe Sagl of Via Moree, 6850 Mendrisio, Switzerland 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for air fragrancing preparations; antiperspirants [toiletries]; body lotions; body sprays; body wash; 

cologne; deodorants for personal use; fragrances; non-medicated skincare preparations; perfume; non-medicated hair shampoos; 35 for retail 

store services featuring bags, clothing, headwear, footwear, personal care products, swimwear and accessories for all of the foregoing; On-

line retail store services featuring bags, clothing, headwear, footwear, personal care products, swimwear and accessories for all of the 

foregoing. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Ltd., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. Box 1711, 

Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK: ZIBO 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16886.21                            FILING DATE: 23rd March, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Rotam Agrochem International Company Limited, of Unit 6, 26/F, Trend Centre, 29 Cheung Lee Street, Chai Wan, 

Hong Kong 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for pesticides; insecticides; herbicides; fungicides; parasiticides; nematode pesticides; nematicides; 

preparations for destroying vermin; soil-sterilizing preparations; 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LTD., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. 

Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:   CHAMBORD 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16907.21                             FILING DATE: 30th March, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Brown-Forman Corporation, of 850 Dixie Highway, Louisville, Kentucky 40210, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 33 for alcoholic beverages, namely, distilled beverages and spirits [beverages]. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LTD., of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, P.O. 

Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

(2ND ISSUE) 
 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 18th March, 2022 
 

MARK:  MEMBER’S SELECTION 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15377.19                           FILING DATE: 31st May, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: PriceSmart, Inc., of 9740 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 16 for toilet papers, paper towels; plastic wrap; trash bags; wax paper; plastic food storage bags for 

household use; 21 for ornaments of porcelain, ceramic, china, crystal, glass and terracotta [not including Christmas tree ornaments]; paper 

cups; paper plates; plastic plates; microfiber cloths for cleaning; candle holders; 24 for towels; hand towels; terry towels; dish towels; bath 
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towels; blankets, namely, fleece blankets, baby blankets, lap blankets, woolen blankets, travelling blankets, bed blankets, picnic blankets; 

children’s blankets; 25 for  clothing, namely, shirts, tee-shirts, socks, anklets [socks], underwear, pants, shorts, jackets, caps being headwear, 

uniforms, athletic tops, beachwear, belts, gloves, bodysuits, briefs [underwear], suits, blazers, blouses, skirts, dresses, coats, cloth bibs, 

adhesive pockets as clothing accessory, wraps, arm warmers, crop tops and pants, khakis, slacks, neck tubes and warmers, wrap-arounds, 

collars and collar protector pads for application to clothing collars, corsets [underclothing], drawers, denim pants, jeans, leggings, dusters in 

the nature of coats, finished textile linings for garments, foulards, furs being clothing, golf pants and shirts, golf shorts and skirts, golf caps, 

gym pants and shorts, head wraps and headbands, hoods and hooded sweatshirts, infant and toddler wear, insoles, jerseys, jogging pants, 

kaftans, kerchiefs, lingerie, loungewear, money belts, mufflers [neck scarves], neckerchiefs, nightwear, nonslip socks, pajamas, panties, 

underarm gussets [parts of clothing], pockets for clothing, polo shirts, cushioned insoles for footwear [non-orthopedic], protective metal 

members for shoes and boots, rainwear, ready-made clothing linings, sarees, scarfs, scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes, shifts, 

shirt inserts, namely, dickies, shoe accessories, namely, fitted decorative covers for shoes, shoe liners [hosiery], shoe straps, shoe uppers, 

short overcoats for kimono [haori], short petticoats, short sets, short trousers, shortalls, shoulder wraps, shower caps, shrugs, singlets, skapris, 

skorts, skull caps, sleepwear, sock suspenders, spats, stocking caps, stretch pants, surf wear, suspender belts, swaddling clothes, sweat-

absorbent socks and underwear, sweatpants and sweatshirts, swimwear and swimming caps, tank tops, tankinis, tennis wear, thong 

beachwear, thong underwear, tongue or pullstrap for shoes and boots, trouser socks, twin sets, underarm clothing shields, waist belts, water 

socks, waterproof jackets and pants, welts for boots and shoes, woollen socks, woven shirts, yoga pants and shirts, datemaki [wrap belts for 

kimonos], and wristbands; athletic shoes, beach shoes, deck shoes, sneakers, canvas shoes, hiking boots, esparto shoes, sandals, golf shoes, 

heel pieces for shoes, shoes and boots for infants, leather shoes, leisure shoes, mountaineering shoes, paper shoes for going through metal 

detectors to keep feet and socks clean, platform shoes, tennis and training shoes, riding shoes, running shoes, ski and snowboard shoes, thong 

sandals, track and field shoes, waterproof leather shoes and boots, and women’s shoes, namely, foldable flats; 28 for ornaments for 

Christmas trees, except lights, candles and confectionery. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:       CFE(8): 26.1.16 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15508.19                           FILING DATE: 30th July, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: DISAGRO GUATEMALA SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of Anillo Periférico, 17-36 zona 11, Ciudad de Guatemala, 

Guatemala. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 01 for chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry except fungicides, herbicides, 

insecticides and parasiticides; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; compost, manures for agricultural, fertilizers; mineral 

fertilizers, organic fertilizers [physical and chemical blends], fertilizers for agricultural use, namely, inorganic fertilizers to apply in soil, 

edaphic, foliar, soluble, compound and simple fertilizers; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 9 for 

educational apparatus, namely, electronic instruments and electronic analyzers for scientific researches such as navigational instruments, 

photometers, cinematographic cameras, audiovisual teaching apparatus, optical apparatus and instruments, life-saving apparatus and 

equipment; electrical apparatus for regulating and controlling the distribution of electricity, namely, electronic access control systems and 

electricity conduits; sound recording apparatus and instruments, namely, for recording, transmitting, reproducing, processing sound, images 

and data; video transmission apparatus for sound recording and downloading to a computer software for digital and storage media; 

mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, electronic calculating machines; computers and computer peripheral devices; fire-

extinguishing apparatus; software, namely, recorded computer software, downloadable computer software applications, computer software 

platforms, recorded or downloadable; temperature indicators, not for medical purposes; measuring apparatus; electric measuring devices; 

measuring instruments; precision measuring apparatus; 35 for advertising; business management assistance and consultancy; business 

administration assistance and organization consultancy; providing office functions, namely, administrative assistance in responding to calls 

for tenders; personnel recruitment; personnel management consultancy; providing commercial information and sales promotions for 

consumers relating to agriculture, horticulture and forestry; systemization of information into computer databases by sensors for compost, 

manures, fertilizers, fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, rain meters, anemometer, radiation sensor, leaves moistening sensor, meteorological 

instruments, preparations to destroy weeds, soil humidity, electricity sensors and salinity sensors; updating and maintenance of data in 

computer databases, compilation of information into computer databases, systemization of information into computer databases; 37 for 

construction of business office and shop building; machinery installation, maintenance and repair of machines that have been worn out; 

installation services of machinery, doors and windows; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, namely, updating and 

customizing computer hardware; installation and maintenance of meteorological stations; installation, maintenance and repair of precision 

measuring apparatus and devices, namely, data collection systems; 42 for scientific and technological research relating to 

telecommunications technology; industrial analysis and industrial research services relating to development of new products for others; 

development of computer hardware and software; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation and analysis and quality control, 

in the field of technological consultancy; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer 
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programs and data, other than physical conversion; surveying; topographic services, namely, topographic surveying; geological research; 

research and development of new products for others; soil variability studies, namely, soil sampling for analysis purposes; water analysis; 

geological surveys; conducting technical project studies; meteorological information; land surveying; geological prospecting; underwater 

exploration; biological research; scientific laboratory services; weather forecasting; chemical, biochemical, biological and bacteriological 

research and analysis in relation to pesticides in fruit, seeds, foliage, water and leaves; water analysis, namely, analysis of water quality; 

geological surveys, namely, services of image capturing and analysis of an area with multisector sensors; technological services, namely, 

agriculture and agronomic management; data encryption services, namely, rental of data loggers, rain meters, anemometer, radiation sensors, 

leaves moistening sensor, relative humidity and environmental temperature sensor, meteorological instruments, irrigation stations, soil 

humidity, electricity and salinity sensors.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark will be used in Belize. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST COPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: AMAZON 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 15885.19                           FILING DATE: 30th December, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: Amazon Technologies, Inc., of 410 Terry Avenue North Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A. 
INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for meat; fish, not live; poultry, not live; game, not live; meat extracts; jellies for food; jams; 

compotes; deviled eggs; processed eggs; hen eggs; duck eggs; quail eggs; fish eggs for human consumption; milk and milk products; oils for 

food; ajvar [preserved peppers]; albumen for culinary purposes; albumin milk; alginates for culinary purposes; almond milk for culinary 

purposes; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages; almonds, ground; aloe vera prepared for human consumption; anchovy, not live; 

animal marrow for food; apple purée; arrangements of processed fruit; artichokes, preserved; aubergine paste; bacon; beans, preserved; 

berries, preserved; edible birds' nests; black pudding; bone oil for food; preparations for making bouillon; broth; broth concentrates; bulgogi 

[korean beef dish]; butter; buttercream; candied nuts; caviar; charcuterie; cheese; clams, not live; cocoa butter for food; coconut butter; 

coconut, desiccated; coconut fat; coconut oil for food; coconut milk; coconut milk for culinary purposes; coconut milk-based beverages; 

condensed milk; corn dogs; cottage cheese fritters; cranberry compote; crayfish, not live; cream [dairy products]; croquettes; crustaceans, not 

live; crystallized fruits; curd; dates; escamoles [edible ant larvae, prepared]; extra virgin olive oil for food; falafel; fat-containing mixtures for 

bread slices; edible fats; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats; fish fillets; fish, preserved; fish, tinned; fish meal for human 

consumption; fish mousses; fish roe, prepared; fish-based foodstuffs; flavoured nuts; freeze-dried meat; freeze-dried vegetables; fruit, 

stewed; fruit jellies; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit peel; fruit chips; fruit preserved in alcohol; fruit-based snack food; frozen fruits; fruits, 

tinned; galbi [grilled meat dish]; preserved garlic; unflavored and unsweetened gelatins; gherkins; ginger jam; guacamole [mashed avocado]; 

ham; hazelnuts, prepared; herrings, not live; hot dog sausages; hummus [chickpea paste]; edible insects, not live; isinglass for food; kephir 

[milk beverage]; kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; klipfish [salted and dried cod]; koumiss [milk beverage]; lard; laver, preserved; lecithin 

for culinary purposes; lemon juice for culinary purposes; lentils, preserved; linseed oil for food; liver pâté; liver; lobsters, not live; low-fat 

potato crisps; maize oil for food; margarine; marmalade; meat jellies; meat, preserved; meat, tinned; milk beverages, milk predominating; 

milk shakes; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk substitutes; mushrooms, preserved; mussels, not live; non-alcoholic eggnog; nut-

based spreads; nuts, prepared; oat milk; olive oil for food; olives, preserved; onion rings; onions, preserved; oysters, not live; palm kernel oil 

for food; palm oil for food; peanut butter; peanut milk for culinary purposes; peanut milk; peanut milk-based beverages; peanuts, prepared; 

peas, preserved; pectin for culinary purposes; pickles; pollen prepared as foodstuff; pork; potato crisps; potato fritters; potato flakes; potato-

based dumplings; powdered eggs; powdered milk for food purposes; prawns, not live; pressed fruit paste; prostokvasha [soured milk]; 

raisins; rape oil for food; rennet; rice milk; rice milk for culinary purposes; ryazhenka [fermented baked milk]; salmon, not live; salted meats; 

salted fish; sardines, not live; sauerkraut; sausage casings, natural or artificial; sausages; sausages in batter; sea-cucumbers, not live; seaweed 

extracts for food; seeds prepared for human consumption, not being seasonings or flavourings; sesame oil for food; shellfish, not live; 

shrimps, not live; silkworm chrysalis for human consumption; smetana [sour cream]; snail eggs for consumption; preparations for making 

soup; soups; soya beans, preserved, for food; soya milk; soya bean oil for food; soya patties; spiny lobsters, not live; suet for food; sunflower 

oil for food; sunflower seeds, prepared; sweet com, processed; tahini [sesame seed paste]; tofu; tofu patties; tomato purée; tomato juice for 

cooking; tomato paste; tripe; truffles, preserved; tuna, not live; vegetable soup preparations; vegetable juices for cooking; vegetable salads; 

vegetable mousses; vegetable marrow paste; vegetable-based cream; vegetables, preserved; vegetables, cooked; vegetables, dried; 

vegetables, tinned; whipped cream; white of eggs; yakitori; yoghurt; yolk of eggs; yuba [tofu skin]; canned beans; cooking oil; dried fruits; 

frozen, prepared or packaged entrees, meals, appetizers, or side dishes consisting primarily of meat, seafood, poultry, vegetables, legumes or 

beans; vegetable chips; combined fruit and vegetable purees; fruit spreads; nut-based and dried fruit-based snack bars; snack mix consisting 

of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; non-dairy creamers; trail mix consisting primarily of processed nuts; vegetable-based snack food; 

artificial cream [dairy product substitutes]; whey; 30 for coffee; kelp tea; kombucha tea; rooibos tea; instant tea; ginseng tea; chai tea; sage 

tea; white tea; Japanese green tea; lime tea; ginger tea; peppermint tea; rose hip tea; tieguanyin tea; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and 

sago; edible ices; powdered sugar; white sugar; brown sugar; honey; yeast for use as an ingredient in foods; mustard; vinegar; sauces 

[condiments]; spices; agave syrup [natural sweetener]; allspice; almond paste; almond confectionery; aniseed; apple sauce [condiment]; 

aromatic preparations for food; baking powder; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; baozi [stuffed buns]; barley meal; 
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batter mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savoury pancakes]; bean meal; beer vinegar; bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; 

binding agents for ice cream; biscuits; cookies; bread rolls; breadcrumbs; buckwheat, processed; buckwheat flour; bulgur; buns; burritos; 

cake powder; cake batter; cake frosting [icing]; cakes; candy decorations for cakes; capers; caramels [candies]; celery salt; cereal 

preparations; cereal bars; cereal-based snack food; chamomile-based beverages; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chewing gum for breath 

freshening; chicory [coffee substitute]; chips [cereal products]; chocolate; chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate mousses; chocolate 

decorations for cakes; chocolate spreads containing nuts; chocolate-based beverages; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate-coated nuts; chow-

chow [condiment]; chutneys [condiments]; cinnamon [spice]; cloves [spice]; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages; coffee 

flavorings; coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based beverages; condiments; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cooking salt; corn 

flakes; corn flour; corn, milled; corn, roasted; couscous [semolina]; crackers; cranberry sauce [condiment]; cream of tartar for culinary 

purposes; croutons; crushed barley; crushed oats; curry [spice]; custard; dessert mousses [confectionery]; dough; dressings for salad; dulce de 

leche; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; ferments for pastes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; 

flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; flour-based dumplings; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; fondants 

[confectionery]; food flavourings, other than essential oils; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being rice; freeze-dried dishes with 

the main ingredient being pasta; fruit jellies [confectionery]; fruit coulis [sauces]; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; gimbap [Korean rice 

dish]; ginger paste [seasoning]; gingerbread; glucose for culinary purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; gluten additives for culinary 

purposes; golden syrup; groats for human food; halvah; ham glaze; high-protein cereal bars; hominy; hominy grits; hot dog sandwiches; 

husked barley; husked oats; ice cream; ice, natural or artificial; ice for refreshment; ice cubes; iced tea; infusions, not medicinal; instant rice; 

jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]; ketchup [sauce]; kimchijeon [fermented vegetable pancakes]; leaven; linseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]; 

liquorice [confectionery]; lomper [potato-based flatbread]; lozenges [confectionery]; macaroni; macaroons [pastry]; malt biscuits; malt 

extract for food; malt for human consumption; maltose; marinades; marzipan; mayonnaise; meat pies; meat tenderizers for household 

purposes; meat gravies; minced garlic [condiment]; mint for confectionery; mints for breath freshening; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; molasses 

for food; muesli; mustard meal; natural sweeteners; noodle-based prepared meals; noodles; nut flours; nutmegs; oat flakes; oat-based food; 

oatmeal; okonomiyaki [Japanese savoury pancakes]; onigiri [rice balls]; palm sugar; pancakes; edible paper; pasta; pasta sauce; pastila 

[confectionery]; pastries; pastry dough; pâtés en croûte; peanut confectionery; pelmeni [dumplings stuffed with meat]; pepper; peppermint 

sweets; peppers [seasonings]; pesto [sauce]; petit-beurre biscuits; petits fours [cakes]; piccalilli; pies; pizzas; popcorn; powders for making 

ice cream; pralines; propolis for food purposes; puddings; quiches; quinoa, processed; ramen [Japanese noodle-based dish]; ravioli; relish 

[condiment]; rice cakes; rice pudding; rice pulp for culinary purposes; edible rice paper; rice-based snack food; royal jelly for food purposes; 

rusks; saffron [seasoning]; salt for preserving foodstuffs; sandwiches; sausage binding materials; sea water for cooking; seasonings; seaweed 

[condiment]; processed seeds for use as a seasoning; semolina; senbei [rice crackers]; sesame seeds [seasonings]; shaved ice with sweetened 

red beans; sherbets [ices]; soba noodles; soya flour; soya sauce; soya bean paste [condiment]; spaghetti; spring rolls; star aniseed; starch for 

food; stick liquorice [confectionery]; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; sushi; sweetmeats [candy]; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca flour 

[for food]; tarts; tea-based beverages; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; tomato sauce; tortillas; edible turmeric; udon noodles; 

unleavened bread; unroasted coffee; vanilla flavourings for culinary purposes; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; vareniki [stuffed dumplings]; 

vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; vermicelli [noodles]; waffles; wheat flour; wheat germ for human consumption; frozen 

yoghurt [confectionery ices]; zephyr [confectionery]; bakery products; bread sticks; breakfast cereals; burgers contained in bread rolls; cake 

mixes; cookie mixes; caramels; cocoa-based condiments and seasonings for food and drink; coffee beans; tea pods; dipping sauce; frozen, 

prepared, or packaged meals, entrees, appetizers, or side dishes consisting primarily of pasta, frozen foods, namely, grain and bread based 

appetizers, hors d'oeuvres, and canapes; food package combinations consisting primarily of bread, crackers and cookies; frozen confections; 

gravy; grits; cones of ice cream; jelly beans; 32 for beer; mineral water [beverages]; aerated water; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic 

dried fruit beverages; syrups for beverages; soft drinks; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic essences for making beverages; bottled water; 

spring water; sparkling water; fruit juice concentrates; vegetable juices [beverages]; vegetable-fruit juices; juice base concentrates; sports 

drinks; aloe vera drinks; lemonades; smoothies; non-alcoholic beer; ginger ale; energy drinks; non-alcoholic drinks, namely, energy shots; 

herbal juices; flavoured water; flavoured enhanced water; non-alcoholic fruit extracts for making beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for 

making beverages; ale; beer-based cocktails; energy drinks enhanced with-vitamins; effervescent tablets for making sports drinks; energy 

drinks containing caffeine; fruit flavoured carbonated drinks; fruit juice; ginger beer; guarana drinks; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; 

hop extracts for manufacturing beer; kvass; lager; low-alcohol beer; malt beer; malt wort; non-alcoholic aperitifs; non-alcoholic ciders; non-

alcoholic cocktails; non-alcoholic malt beverages; non-alcoholic wines; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; soya-based 

beverages, other than milk substitute; pilsner; porter; shandy; stout; table waters; tomato juice [beverage]; waters [beverages]; whey 

beverages; 36 for financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, providing financial information, management and analysis services; 

providing financial services with respect to securities and other financial instruments and products, namely, money management services; 

investment of funds; financial services, namely, investment management; credit and loan services; banking services; financial management 

services; financial services, namely, money lending; mortgage financing services; real estate valuation services; financial services, namely, 

wealth management services; estate planning; financial planning; providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and 

investment funding; financial research; debt management services; financial retirement plan consulting services; annuity underwriting; 

insurance brokerage services; financial services, namely, investment advice; issuing tokens of value in relation to customer loyalty and 

rewards programmes schemes, namely, in relation to insurance and financial investment; provision of online financial calculators; leasing of 

real estate in the nature of residential, industrial and commercial properties, offices, business centers, departmental stores, shopping centers, 

retail and wholesale outlets, service apartments, buildings, houses, condominiums, apartments, flats, warehouses, factories and 

developments; organization of stock exchanges for the benefit of the trade of stocks and other financial values; private placements of hedge 

funds, private equity funds, securities and derivatives for others; financial portfolio management; real estate agency services; real estate 

appraisals; real estate brokerage; real estate financing services; real estate investment services; real estate valuations; real estate investment 
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trusts services; financial trust administration; real estate investment trust management services; trust services, namely, investment and trust 

company services; payment processing services in the field of tax payments for real estate, real property, premises and accommodation; 

business credit reporting services; providing financial information, news and commentary in the field of finance and real estate; providing an 

internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing services; electronic payment services involving electronic 

processing and subsequent transmission of bill payment data; credit card, debit card, and gift card transaction processing services; merchant 

services, namely, payment transaction processing services; bill payment services provided via mobile applications; providing on-line 

information in the field of charitable monetary giving through financial and estate planning; information, advisory and consultancy services 

relating finance and investments; accident insurance underwriting; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; actuarial services; antique 

appraisal; apartment house management; rental of apartments; art appraisal; bail-bonding; banking; brokerage of carbon credits; business 

liquidation services, financial; capital investment; charitable fund raising; cheque verification; clearing, financial; credit bureau services; 

issuance of credit cards; debt collection agency services; debt advisory services; deposits of valuables; electronic funds transfer; exchanging 

money; factoring; rental of farms; arranging finance for construction projects; financial customs brokerage services; financial evaluation 

[insurance, banking, real estate]; financial analysis; financial consultancy; providing financial information; financial sponsorship; financial 

evaluation of standing timber; financial evaluation of wool; providing financial information via a website; financial management of 

reimbursement payments for others; financial appraisals in responding to calls for tenders; financing services; fire insurance underwriting; 

fiscal valuation; health insurance underwriting; hire-purchase financing; instalment loans; insurance brokerage; insurance underwriting; 

insurance consultancy; providing insurance information; jewellery appraisal; lending against security; life insurance underwriting; loans 

[financing]; marine insurance underwriting; mortgage banking; mutual funds; numismatic appraisal; rental of offices [real estate]; rental of 

offices for co-working; online banking; organization of monetary collections; pawnbrokerage; processing of credit card payments; processing 

of debit card payments; provident fund services; rental of real estate; real estate management; providing rebates at participating 

establishments of others through use of a membership card; rent collection; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; retirement payment 

services; safe deposit services; savings bank services; securities brokerage; stamp appraisal; stock exchange quotations; stock brokerage 

services; stocks and bonds brokerage; surety services; issuance of tokens of value; issuance of travellers' cheques; trusteeship; 39 for 

transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement, namely, transport of travelllers, on-line transportation reservation and travel 

ticket reservation services; travel information services; delivery of goods, in the nature of distribution of general consumer goods, namely, 

books, music, video tapes, audio cassettes, compact dics, floppy discs and CD-ROMS; parcel delivery; providing an on-line searchable 

computer database featuring information on travel. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:  

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16004.20                           FILING DATE: 3rd March, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: KABUSHIIKI KAISHA MITSUKAN GROUP HONSHA, of 2-6 Nakamura-Cho, Handa-Shi, Aichi-ken, Japan 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for edible oils and fats; milk products; meats for human consumption fresh, chilled or frozen; 

processed eggs; freeze-dried meat, namely, shellfish, not live; freeze-dried vegetables; ajvar [preserved peppers]; frozen fruits; seaweed 

extracts for food; processed vegetables; pickles; sweet pickles; spreads, namely, cheese spreads, fruit spreads, vegetable based spreads, low 

fat dairy spreads and dairy-based spreads, legume-based spreads, meat-based spreads; jellies for foods, namely, pepper jelly; preserved chili 

peppers; processed fruits; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils’ tongue root 

[konnyaku]; soya milk; tofu; fermented soyabeans [natto]; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; soups; preparations for making soup; 

soup mixes; soup stock, namely, broth [soup]; prepared vegetable, namely, preserved vegetables, processed vegetable, tempura vegetable, 

frozen vegetable, freeze-dried vegetables for sushi [gomoku chirashi]; dried-edible seaweed for sprinkling on food [ochazuke-nori]; dried 

flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice [furi-kake]; soya beans, preserved, for food [name-mono]; edible protein, namely, protein milk; 

unflavored and unsweetened gelatins; 30 for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; 

aromatic preparations for food not from essential oils; tea-based beverages; coffee and cocoa; ice cubes for refreshments; confectionery, 

bread, namely, bread rolls, sourdough bread, unleavened bread, wholemeal bread, whole wheat bread and buns; japanese noodle, namely, 

arrowroot noodle-based prepared meals [kuzukiri]; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [niku-manjuh]; cheeseburgers 

[sandwiches]; pizzas [prepared]; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies [prepared]; seasonings, flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; 

condiments; sauce [condiments]; sauces, namely, dipping sauces, salad sauces, grilling sauces, cooking sauces, fruit sauces, salsa sauces, 

garlic-based sauces, ready-made sauces; savory sauces used as condiments; brown sauce for cooking; seasonings; relish [condiment]; 

seasoning for use in soups; basting sauce; dipping sauce; sesame sauce; marinade sauce; vinegar; sushi seasoning; seasoned vinegar; 

seasoned soy sauce, namely citrus soy sauce [ponzu]; dressing for salad; soy sauce; ketchup [sauce]; tomato sauce; mayonnaise; salad 

dressings containing cream; mustard; chutneys [condiments]; sweet seasoning, namely, powdered starch syrup for food; spices; ice cream 

mixes; sherbert mixes; unroasted coffee [unprocessed]; cereal preparations; dried starch noodles [harusame]; glass noodles, namely, starch 
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noodles; Chinese stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; mixes for making baking batters 

for fried foods, namely, octopus [takoyaki]; ravioli [prepared]; yeast powder; fermenting malted rice [koji]; yeats extracts for human 

consumption; baking powder; sugar confectionaiy; pasta sauce; by-product of rice for food [Sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked 

barley; gluten additives for culinary purposes; flour for food; 32 for beer; non-alcoholic preparations for making carbonated drinks, namely, 

water and energy drinks; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages; 

cider, non-alcoholic; 33 for Japanese liquors [distilled]; western flavoured liquors [distilled]; alcoholic beverages of fruit; Japanese shochu-

based beverages [chuhai]; Chinese brewed liquor [laojiou]; Chinese mixed liquor [wujiapie-jiou]; flavoured tonic liquors; cooking wine.   
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to used the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST COPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 
 

MARK:               CFE(8): 26.1.1;26.4.2 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16005.20                           FILING DATE: 3rd March, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: KABUSHIIKI KAISHA MITSUKAN GROUP HONSHA, of 2-6 Nakamura-Cho, Handa-Shi, Aichi-ken, Japan 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 29 for edible oils and fats; milk products; meats for human consumption fresh, chilled or frozen; 

processed eggs; freeze-dried meat, namely, shellfish, not live; freeze-dried vegetables; ajvar [preserved peppers]; frozen fruits; seaweed 

extracts for food; processed vegetables; pickles; sweet pickles; spreads, namely, cheese spreads, fruit spreads, vegetable based spreads, low 

fat dairy spreads and dairy-based spreads, legume-based spreads, meat-based spreads; jellies for foods, namely, pepper jelly; preserved chili 

peppers; processed fruits; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils’ tongue root 

[konnyaku]; soya milk; tofu; fermented soyabeans [natto]; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; soups; preparations for making soup; 

soup mixes; soup stock, namely, broth [soup]; prepared vegetable, namely, preserved vegetables, processed vegetable, tempura vegetable, 

frozen vegetable, freeze-dried vegetables for sushi [gomoku chirashi]; dried-edible seaweed for sprinkling on food [ochazuke-nori]; dried 

flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice [furi-kake]; soya beans, preserved, for food [name-mono]; edible protein, namely, protein milk; 

unflavored and unsweetened gelatins; 30 for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; 

aromatic preparations for food not from essential oils; tea-based beverages; coffee and cocoa; ice cubes for refreshments; confectionery, 

bread, namely, bread rolls, sourdough bread, unleavened bread, wholemeal bread, whole wheat bread and buns; japanese noodle, namely, 

arrowroot noodle-based prepared meals [kuzukiri]; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [niku-manjuh]; cheeseburgers 

[sandwiches]; pizzas [prepared]; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies [prepared]; seasonings, flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; 

condiments; sauce [condiments]; sauces, namely, dipping sauces, salad sauces, grilling sauces, cooking sauces, fruit sauces, salsa sauces, 

garlic-based sauces, ready-made sauces; savory sauces used as condiments; brown sauce for cooking; seasonings; relish [condiment]; 

seasoning for use in soups; basting sauce; dipping sauce; sesame sauce; marinade sauce; vinegar; sushi seasoning; seasoned vinegar; 

seasoned soy sauce, namely citrus soy sauce [ponzu]; dressing for salad; soy sauce; ketchup [sauce]; tomato sauce; mayonnaise; salad 

dressings containing cream; mustard; chutneys [condiments]; sweet seasoning, namely, powdered starch syrup for food; spices; ice cream 

mixes; sherbert mixes; unroasted coffee [unprocessed]; cereal preparations; dried starch noodles [harusame]; glass noodles, namely, starch 

noodles; Chinese stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; mixes for making baking batters 

for fried foods, namely, octopus [takoyaki]; ravioli [prepared]; yeast powder; fermenting malted rice [koji]; yeats extracts for human 

consumption; baking powder; sugar confectionaiy; pasta sauce; by-product of rice for food [Sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked 

barley; gluten additives for culinary purposes; flour for food; 32 for beer; non-alcoholic preparations for making carbonated drinks, namely, 

water and energy drinks; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages; 

cider, non-alcoholic; 33 for Japanese liquors [distilled]; western flavoured liquors [distilled]; alcoholic beverages of fruit; Japanese shochu-

based beverages [chuhai]; Chinese brewed liquor [laojiou]; Chinese mixed liquor [wujiapie-jiou]; flavoured tonic liquors; cooking wine.   
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST COPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:                CFE(8): 26.3.23;27.5.4 
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APPLICATION NUMBER: 16013.20                           FILING DATE: 10th March, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Bayer Animal Health GmbH, of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 20, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for veterinary preparations.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:            CFE(8):25.1.19;29.1.1,4 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16209.20                           FILING DATE: 2nd June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: ROTHMANS OF PALL MALL LIMITED, of Rothmans of Pall Mall Limited, Route de France 17, Boncourt 2926, 

Switzerland 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products, 

namely, smoking tobacco, leaf tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, snus tobacco, and hand rolling tobacco; tobacco substitutes not for 

medical purposes; cigars; cigarillos; lighters for smokers; matches; smokers’ articles, namely, filter tubes, cigar relighting liquid solution, 

cigarette lighters not of precious metal, ashtrays not of precious metal, tobacco pipes, cigarette holders, humidors, cigar cutters, tobacco 

pouches; cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket machine for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into 

cigarette tubes [smokers’ articles]; electronic cigarettes; liquids solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; devices for heating tobacco for the 

purpose of inhalation and devices for heating tobacco substitutes for the purpose of inhalation.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:    MENTISVITAL 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16286.20                           FILING DATE: 19th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4a. Calle y 2a. Avenida “A”, Lote 18 “A”, Kilómetro 30.5, Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for dietary food supplements for human consumption. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: NEUTROGENA HYDRO BOOST 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16323.20                           FILING DATE: 29th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for non-medicated skincare preparations, namely, skin and facial lotions and moisturizers, skin and 

facial cleansers, body scrubs, body wash and body soap, skin cleansing wipes and pads, skin toners, creams, gels, lotions, body moisturizers, 

body cleansers, toners, astringents, essence, serums, under eye serum, polish, and mist; anti-aging cream, antiaging gel, anti-aging lotion and 

treatment; sunscreen preparations; non-medicated acne treatments and preparations; disposable wipes impregnated with cleansing chemicals 

or compound for personal hygiene; makeup removing preparations; exfoliating scrubs for cosmetics purposes; facial masks, namely, clay 

masks, paper masks, and hidrogel masks. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: COTTONTOUCH 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16325.20                           FILING DATE: 29th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for products for the care and cleansing of skin and hair, namely, bubble bath, hair shampoo, hair 

conditioner, body oil, body powder, non-medicated bar soap, non-medicated hair and body lotion, body wash, hair detangling preparations, 

cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparation, and cleansing wipes for intimidate personal hygiene 

purposes, non-medicated.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: JOHNSON’S  
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16326.20                           FILING DATE: 29th June, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 03 for products for the care and cleansing of skin and hair, namely, bubble bath, hair shampoo, hair 

conditioner, body oil, body powder, non-medicated bar soap, non-medicated hair and body lotion, body wash, hair detangling preparations, 

cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes, baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparation, and cleansing wipes for intimidate personal hygiene 

purposes, non-medicated.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:       CFE(8): 26.11.1,12 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16458.20                           FILING DATE: 11th September, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Amazon Technologies, Inc., of 410 Terry Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 39 for transport of goods; providing a website featuring information in the field of transportation; freight 

[shipping], delivery, and storage of goods; freight transportation by means of land, sea and air; goods warehousing; packaging articles for 

transportation; merchandise packaging for others; rental of storage containers; mailbox rental; locating and arranging for reservations for 

storage space for others; courier services [messages or merchandise]; messenger services; distribution services, namely, providing online 

services which afford customers the ability to select a distribution point for goods purchased on the internet; membership-based truck, train, 

and air shipping programs; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; travel booking agencies; providing a web site 

featuring travel information and commentary; 41 for entertainment services in the nature of live visual and audio performances, namely, 
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musical, variety, news and comedy performances; publication of printed matter; publication of book, audiobook, newspaper, magazine and 

web magazine; publishing of electronic publications; providing online non-down loadable electronic publications in the nature of books, 

magazines, periodicals, brochures, journals, newsletters, and newspapers in the fields of art, biography, business, children and young adults, 

comedy, comics, drama, economics, education, entertainment, fashion, fiction, finance, food, geography, hobbies, history, law, lifestyle, 

literature, medicine, music, nature, non-fiction, novels, parenting, politics, religion, romance, science, science fiction, technology, self-help, 

spirituality, sports, style, technology, and travel; loaning and rental of books, audiobooks and other publications; digital imaging services 

[photography]; providing online non-downloadable videos, films, movies and television shows via a video-on-demand service; film rental 

services; rental of video tapes; production and distribution of movie and TV shows; production and distribution of films, other than 

advertising films; creating and developing concepts for movies and television programs; audio and video recording services; entertainment 

services, namely, providing online radio program; digital audio, video and multimedia publishing services; entertainment services, namely, 

providing non-downloadable prerecorded music and audio programs featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics, and 

information in the field of music, and commentary and articles about music, all on-line via a global computer network; providing 

entertainment information, news and commentary in the field of music and audio via a website; presentation of live musical concerts and 

performances; production of music; music publishing services; entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; providing 

online non-downloadable game software; multimedia publishing of games; production of video and computer game software; rental of video 

games; entertainment services, namely, live performances of video games; entertainment services, namely, providing online multiplayer 

video games; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure or 

entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual clothing, colors, badges, tools and 

weapons for use in virtual environments created for entertainment purposes; providing an online website portal for consumers to play and 

participate in on-line gaming and online electronic games for recreational computer game playing purposes; arranging and conducting video 

games competitions and tournaments; organizing video gaming leagues; providing information online relating to computer games and 

enhancements for games; publishing of reviews; providing a web site featuring the ratings, reviews and recommendations of users on events 

and activities in the fields of entertainment and education; providing a website featuring the ratings and reviews of television, movies, videos, 

music, screenplays, scripts, books and video game content; providing information in the field of entertainment; providing online news, 

information and commentary in the field of entertainment; online journals, namely, blogs featuring information about entertainment; 

entertainment services, namely, profiling of musicians, artists and bands by providing non-downloadable video clips of musical 

performances over a global computer network; arranging of contests; sweepstake services; sweepstake services provided over a global 

computer network hosting online sweepstakes and contests for others; 42 for rental of computers; rental of computer software; computer 

time-sharing services; computer co-location services, namely, providing facilities for the location of computer servers with the equipment of 

others; rental of computing and data storage facilities of variable capacity to third parties; computer diagnostic services; technical support 

services, namely, troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting 

computer software applications for others; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for streaming, broadcasting, 

transmitting, distributing, reproducing, organizing and sharing music, audio, video, games and other data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable computer software for use in authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, 

viewing, storing and organizing text, data, images, and audio and video files; providing temporary use of non- downloadable computer 

software to enable users to view or listen to audio, video, text and multimedia content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 

computer software for creating and providing user access to searchable databases of information and data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable search engine software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery; 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for accessing online information; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable computer software for online shopping; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for facilitating 

payments and online transactions; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software that provides retail and ordering 

services for a wide variety of consumer goods; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in disseminating 

advertising for others; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for disseminating information regarding consumer 

product discounts; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in sharing information about products, services, 

and deals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in barcode scanning and price comparison; providing 

temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for scheduling shipping and deliveries; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable computer software for electronic storage of data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for storing, 

organizing, editing and sharing photos; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for image and speech recognition; 

providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for home automation; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 

computer software for purchasing, accessing and viewing movies, TV shows, videos, music, and multimedia content; electronic data storage; 

computer services, namely, offsite data backup and recovery services; file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology 

enabling users to upload and download electronic files; hosting of digital content on the Internet; hosting, building and maintaining computer 

sites [web sites]; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing search engines for the Internet; computer services, 

namely, creating computer network-based indexes of information, websites and resources; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web 

facilities for others for organizing and conducting online meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions; computer services, namely, 

uploading music and photos to the Internet for others; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to 

participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking services in the fields of 

books, TV shows, films, music, entertainment, video games, fiction, and non-fiction; providing a website featuring technology that enables 

users to create personalized movie, TV show, video and music channels for listening, viewing, and sharing; providing a subscription based 

website featuring non-downloadable music, radio, movies, TV shows, videos and information about music, albums, artists and songs.   
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STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK:     CFE(8): 26.11.1,12 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16459.20                           FILING DATE: 11th September, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Amazon Technologies, Inc., of 410 Terry Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable and recorded computer software for streaming, broadcasting, transmitting, 

distributing, reproducing, organizing and sharing music, audio, video, games and other data; computer software for use in authoring, 

downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, viewing, storing and organizing text, data, images, 

and audio and video files; downloadable and recorded computer software to enable users to view or listen to audio, video, text and 

multimedia content; downloadable and recorded computer software for creating and providing user access to searchable databases of 

information and data; downloadable computer search engine software; downloadable and recorded computer software for wireless content 

delivery; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing online information; downloadable and recorded computer software for 

online shopping; downloadable and recorded computer software for facilitating payments and online transactions; downloadable and 

recorded computer software that provides retail and ordering services for a wide variety of consumer goods; downloadable and recorded 

computer software for use in disseminating advertising for others; downloadable and recorded computer software for disseminating 

information regarding consumer product discounts; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in sharing information about 

products, services, and deals; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in barcode scanning and price comparison; 

downloadable and recorded computer software for scheduling shipping and deliveries; downloadable and recorded computer software for 

electronic storage of data; downloadable and recorded computer software for storing, organizing, editing and sharing photos; downloadable 

and recorded computer software for image and speech recognition; downloadable computer software for use in home automation; 

downloadable and recorded computer software for purchasing, accessing and viewing movies, TV shows, videos, music, and multimedia 

content; downloadable computer game software; downloadable internet browser software; downloadable music files; downloadable films 

and movies featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics provided via a video-on-demand service; downloadable motion 

pictures and television shows featuring fiction and non-fiction stories on a variety of topics; digital media, namely, pre-recorded digital video 

discs, digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs, and high definition digital discs featuring fiction and non-

fiction stories on a variety of topics; digital media, namely, downloadable audio files, multimedia files, text files, written documents, audio 

material, video material and games featuring fiction and non-fiction content on a variety of topics; downloadable fiction books on a variety 

of topics; downloadable fiction and non-fiction e-books and audio books on a variety of topics; magnetically encoded gift cards; 16 for paper 

gift cards [stationery], printed gift certificates, non-magnetically encoded prepaid purchase cards for allowing users to transfer financial value 

online via retail computer networks; printed publications, namely, books, magazines, periodicals, brochures, journals, newsletters, and 

newspapers in fields of general human interest; paper sheets [stationery]; 35 for administration of a customer loyalty program which provides 

rewards in the form of discounted shipping services, early access to retail discounts and offers, access to books and other publications, access 

to audiobooks, discounted online storage of photos and music, and discounted music, video and game streaming; administration of a discount 

program enabling participants to obtain discounts on shipping services, early access to retail discounts and offers, access to books and other 

publications, access to audiobooks, discounted online storage of photos and music, and discounted music, video and game streaming; retail 

store services and online retail store services featuring books and magazines, computers and electronics, software, power and hand tools, 

office supplies, furniture, appliances, linens, bags and luggage, housewares, kitchen products, bath products, dining products, lawn and 

garden products, clothing and accessories, sporting goods, camping goods, baby goods, toys and games, musical instruments, beauty and 

health products, vitamins and supplements, art, arts and crafts, automotive goods, pet supplies and industrial supplies; retail store and online 

retail store services featuring a wide array of consumer goods; online retail store services featuring downloadable audio and video 

recordings, spoken word recordings, electronic books and computer games; online retail store services featuring groceries, fresh and prepared 

foods, drug store and general merchandise; retail grocery stores services; wholesale distributorship featuring fresh foods and groceries; 

subscription-based order fulfilment services in the fields of books, audiobooks, music, movies, TV shows, videos and games; advertising 

services; 38 for Video-on-demand transmission; Internet protocol television (IPTV) transmission services; streaming of audio and video 

material on the Internet; streaming of data; video streaming services via the internet, featuring music, movies, TV shows and games; 

broadcasting services; audio and video broadcasting services over the internet; subscription-based audio and video broadcasting services over 

the Internet; Internet broadcasting services; Internet radio broadcasting services; electronic data transmission; electronic transmission and 

streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; telecommunication services, namely, transmission of 

webcasts; transmission of digital files; peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo flies among 

Internet users; providing access to digital music websites on the Internet; providing telecommunication access to online directories, 

databases, digital music websites, blogs and reference materials; transmission of news; transmission of electronic mail and messages; 

transmission of podcasts; providing on-line chat rooms for social networking; providing internet chatrooms; providing an on-line forum for 
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transmission of messages among computer users and the transmission of photos, videos, text, data, images and other electronic works; 

electronic bulletin board services [telecommunication services].  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: LADYSOFT 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16485.20                           FILING DATE: 16th September, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: CMPC TISSUE S.A., of Augustinas 1343, piso 6, Santiago, Chile. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for sanitary towels; disposable diapers for incontinence; baby diapers; disposable training pants 

[diapers], female sanitary napkins and female tampons.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: FEMIANE 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16572.20                           FILING DATE: 12th November, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 05 for pharmaceutical preparations, namely hormonal preparations.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has been using the mark since December 31, 2010. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED , of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney 

Drive, P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: HOME DECORATORS COLLECTION 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16614.20                           FILING DATE: 27th October, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Home Depot International, Inc., of 2455 Paces Ferry Road, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 11 for ceiling fans; fireplaces, domestic, namely, portable fireplaces in the nature of fire bowls; sinks; 

electric deep fryers; refrigerators; electric fans for personal use; light bulbs; light shades; rope lighting in the nature of led light strips for 

decorative purposes; spotlights; solar powered lamps; fire tables; electric lanterns; electric patio heaters; fitted covers for barbecue grills; 

lamps, lamps shades, and electric lighting fixtures; 20 for bathroom vanities; furniture; kitchen cabinets; non-metal knobs; curtain hooks; 

curtain rings; drapery hardware, namely, hooks; non-metal fabric storage bin organizer; furniture moldings; non-metallic curtain wands for 

opening and closing curtains and other partitions; plastic cord cleat; plastic valance clip; holiday ornaments of plastic [not tree ornaments]; 

storage baskets for domestic use; storage caddies for holding hair accessories for household and domestic use; plastic storage boxes and bins 

for domestic use; baby changing tables; corkboards; bulletin boards; cradles; cribs; clothes hangers; decorative wooden wall letters for 

spelling names and words; picture frames; pillows; shower benches; shower stools; towel racks; traveling trunks that have been converted 

into tables; decorative boxes made of wood; decorative boxes made of plastic; decorative furniture screens and room space dividers; doors 

stops of wood; fitted covers for furniture; umbrella stands; beds for household pets; porch swings; accent pillows; closet accessories, namely, 

belt racks, tie racks, blanket racks; wood crates; non-metal fabric drawers; garment racks in the nature of clothes drying racks; jewelry 

organizer displays; kitchen furniture, namely, ready to assemble mobile kitchen islands; mobile laundry storage carts for domestic use; 

magazine racks; kitchen pantries, namely, kitchen cabinets; storage racks in the nature of shoe organizers; storage benches; mobile storage 
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carts for domestic and commercial use; furniture chests for storage; storage hutches; storage lockers; under cabinet storage racks; decorative 

non-metal wall hooks; bar cart for serving wine; wine tables; wine racks; shower curtain hooks; shower rods; towel racks; non-metal 

recycling bins for commercial use; storage racks for compact discs being furniture; non-metal house numbers; non-metal address markers; 

folding tables; beds, namely, convertible beds; quilt hangers; bar stools; pillow cushions; cushions; bedding, namely, memory foam mattress 

topper pads; 27 for floor coverings, namely, area rugs for covering existing floors and door mats; bath mats.   
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST COPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK:         CFE(8): 5.3.11,14 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16748.21                           FILING DATE: 4th February, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Disagro De Guatemala, Sociedad Anónima of Anillo Periférico 17-36, zona 11, Guatemala City 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 01 for filtering materials of mineral substances; spinel [oxide mineral]; olivine [silicate mineral]; mineral 

acids, namely, mineral, organic and inorganic fertilizers for application in soil; fertilizers, namely, compound, simple and compost fertilizers, 

chemically blended edaphic, foliage, soluble additives for application in soil; 31 or agricultural grains for planting, horticultural and forestry 

products; live animals, namely, poultry; fruit, fresh and vegetables, fresh; seeds for planting; natural plants and flowers; animal foodstuffs; 

malt for brewing and distilling. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:                  CFE(8): 5.3.11,14 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16749.21                           FILING DATE: 4th February, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Disagro De Guatemala, Sociedad Anónima, of Anillo Periférico 17-36, zona 11, Guatemala City 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 01 for filtering materials of mineral substances; spinel [oxide mineral]; olivine [silicate mineral]; mineral 

acids, namely, mineral, organic and inorganic fertilizers for application in soil; fertilizers, namely, compound, simple and compost fertilizers, 

chemically blended edaphic, foliage, soluble additives for application in soil; 31 or agricultural grains for planting, horticultural and forestry 

products; live animals, namely, poultry; fruit, fresh and vegetables, fresh; seeds for planting; natural plants and flowers; animal foodstuffs; 

malt for brewing and distilling. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation Belize Limited, of Withfield Tower, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: NEUTROGEN INVISIBLE DAILY 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16813.21                           FILING DATE: 2nd March, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: JOHNSON & JOHNSON, of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for sun protection products in the nature of sunscreen preparations; sunscreen cream, serum, lotion, 

spray, and mist; non-medicated facial care products, namely, serums, mists, sprays, cleansers, moisturizers; non-medicated body 
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care products, namely, lotions, mists, sprays, and serums.  
 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “DAILY”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown, 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: MORGAN & MORGAN TRUST CORPORATION BELIZE LIMITED, of Withfield Tower, Third Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, 

P.O. Box 1777, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:           CFE(8):26.4.4 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16920.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; dentifrices 

in the form of solid tablets; perfumery; essential oils; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions; skin abrasive preparations; abrasive sand; abrasive paper; flexible abrasives; 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary 

preparations; sanitary preparations for medical use, namely, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, medicated soap, medicated 

shampoo, medicated hair lotions, medicated eye-washes, medicated toothpaste, medicinal alcohol, sanitary towels; dietetic substances 

adapted for medical use; food for babies.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:     CFE(8): 26.4.4 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16921.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; dentifrices 

in the form of solid tablets; perfumery; essential oils; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions; skin abrasive preparations; abrasive sand; abrasive paper; flexible abrasives; 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary 

preparations; sanitary preparations for medical use, namely, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, medicated soap, medicated 

shampoo, medicated hair lotions, medicated eye-washes, medicated toothpaste, medicinal alcohol, sanitary towels; dietetic substances 

adapted for medical use; food for babies. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: TQ 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16922.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 

 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; dentifrices 

in the form of solid tablets; perfumery; essential oils; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions; skin abrasive preparations; abrasive sand; abrasive paper; flexible abrasives; 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary 

preparations; sanitary preparations for medical use, namely, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, medicated soap, medicated 

shampoo, medicated hair lotions, medicated eye-washes, medicated toothpaste, medicinal alcohol, sanitary towels; dietetic substances 

adapted for medical use; food for babies. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK:     CFE(8):27.5.1,22 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16923.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

COLOR CLAIM: navy blue, light blue and grey 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; dentifrices 

in the form of solid tablets; perfumery; essential oils; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions; skin abrasive preparations; abrasive sand; abrasive paper; flexible abrasives; 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary 

preparations; sanitary preparations for medical use, namely, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, medicated soap, medicated 

shampoo, medicated hair lotions, medicated eye-washes, medicated toothpaste, medicinal alcohol, sanitary towels; dietetic substances 

adapted for medical use; food for babies. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: WINNY 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16924.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; 5 for babies’ diapers. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: CONTENT 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16925.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for wipes impregnated with a cleaning preparation; 5 for diapers for incontinence. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
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MARK: TECNOQUIMICAS 

 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16926.21                           FILING DATE: 8th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Tecnoquímicas, S.A., of Calle 23 No. 7-39, Cali, Colombia 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 3 for cosmetics; non-medicated toiletry preparations; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; dentifrices 

in the form of solid tablets; perfumery; essential oils; laundry bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 

solutions; skin abrasive preparations; abrasive sand; abrasive paper; flexible abrasives; 5 for pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary 

preparations; sanitary preparations for medical use, namely, antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, medicated soap, medicated 

shampoo, medicated hair lotions, medicated eye-washes, medicated toothpaste, medicinal alcohol, sanitary towels; dietetic substances 

adapted for medical use; food for babies. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: ALLURE 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16930.21                           FILING DATE: 9th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: ROSS BROTHERS COMPANY LIMITED, of Corozal Free Zone, Belize/Mexico Border, Corozal District, Belize 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; books of cigarette papers; chewing 

tobacco; cigar cases; cigar cutters; cigar holders; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette holders; cigarette paper; cigarette tips; cigarettes; 

cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarillos; cigars; electronic cigarettes; firestones; flavourings, other than 

essential oils, for tobacco; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; gas containers for cigar lighters, hookahs; 

humidors; lighters for smokers; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; match holders; matchboxes; matches; mouthpieces for 

cigarette holders; oral vaporizers for smokers; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling 

cigarettes; snuff; snuff boxes; spittoons for tobacco users; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; tobacco; tobacco jars; tobacco 

pipes; tobacco pouches; wicks adapted for cigarette lighters.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 
 

AGENT: Estevan Perera & Company LLP, of 2118 Guava Street, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: ENCANTO 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16931.21                           FILING DATE: 9th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: ROSS BROTHERS COMPANY LIMITED, of Corozal Free Zone, Belize/Mexico Border, Corozal District, Belize 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; books of cigarette papers; chewing 

tobacco; cigar cases; cigar cutters; cigar holders; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette holders; cigarette paper; cigarette tips; cigarettes; 

cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarillos; cigars; electronic cigarettes; firestones; flavourings, other than 

essential oils, for tobacco; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; gas containers for cigar lighters, hookahs; 

humidors; lighters for smokers; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; match holders; matchboxes; matches; mouthpieces for 

cigarette holders; oral vaporizers for smokers; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling 

cigarettes; snuff; snuffboxes; spittoons for tobacco users; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; tobacco; tobacco jars; tobacco 

pipes; tobacco pouches; wicks adapted for cigarette lighters.  
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STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 
 

TRANSLATION: The applicant claims that the word “ENCANTO”, when translated to the English language is “CHARM”. 
 

AGENT: Estevan Perera & Company LLP, of 2118 Guava Street, Belize City, Belize  
 

MARK: ALFINA 
 
APPLICATION NUMBER: 16932.21                           FILING DATE: 9th April, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: ROSS BROTHERS COMPANY LIMITED, of Corozal Free Zone, Belize/Mexico Border, Corozal District, Belize 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 34 for absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; books of cigarette papers; chewing 

tobacco; cigar cases; cigar cutters; cigar holders; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; cigarette holders; cigarette paper; cigarette tips; cigarettes; 

cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarillos; cigars; electronic cigarettes; firestones; flavourings, other than 

essential oils, for tobacco; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; gas containers for cigar lighters, hookahs; 

humidors; lighters for smokers; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; match holders; matchboxes; matches; mouthpieces for 

cigarette holders; oral vaporizers for smokers; pipe cleaners for tobacco pipes; pipe racks for tobacco pipes; pocket machines for rolling 

cigarettes; snuff; snuffboxes; spittoons for tobacco users; tips of yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; tobacco; tobacco jars; tobacco 

pipes; tobacco pouches; wicks adapted for cigarette lighters.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 
 

AGENT: Estevan Perera & Company LLP, of 2118 Guava Street, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

(1ST ISSUE) 
 

ANY person desirous of making opposition to, or observations in respect of, the below-cited applications, 

should do so in writing no later than the 18th March, 2022 
 

 

MARK:                        CFE(8):5.7.13 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15397.19                           FILING DATE: 10th June, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: Apple Inc., of One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014, United Sates of America 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for advertising, marketing, and promotion services; promoting the goods and services of others; retail 

store and online retail store services featuring online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies, online retail 

services for downloadable digital music, online retail services for downloadable ring tones and presentation of goods on communication 

media, for retail purposes; retail store services featuring computer hardware and software provided via the internet and other computer 

electronic and communication networks; retail store services featuring computer, electronic and entertainment products in the nature of 

computer hardware and software and computer software provided via the internet and other computer, electronic and communications 

networks; subscription services, namely, providing subscriptions to text, data, image, audio, video, and multimedia content, provided via the 

Internet and other electronic and communications networks; providing subscriptions to downloadable pre-recorded text, data, image, audio, 

video, and multimedia content for a fee or pre-paid subscription, via the internet and other electronic and communication networks; 41 for 

development, production, distribution, and presentation of multimedia entertainment content; providing non-downloadable computer games, 

electronic games, interactive games, and video games; 42 for design and development of computer hardware, software, peripherals, and 

computer and video games; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware and software; computer programming.  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bonafide intention to use the mark. 
 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “arcade”, separately and apart from the mark 

as shown. 
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PRIORITY: Priority claim is on the basis of an application filed on the 7th day of December, 2018 under number 20181023 in Liechtenstein. 
 

AGENT: Balderamos Arthurs LLP, Attorneys at Law, of Charter House, Suite 6, 3 ½  Miles Philip Goldson Highway, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:                        CFE(8):24.17.15 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15505.19             FILING DATE: 29th July, 2019 
 

PROPRIETOR: LATIN FARMA, SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, of 4ª. Calle Y 2ª. Avenida "A", lote 18 "A", kilómetro 30.5, Zona Franca, 

Parque Industrial Zeta, La Unión S.A., Amatitlán, Guatemala 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 5 for contraceptive pharmaceutical products, namely, hormones for medical purposes [hormonal 

preparations]. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bonafide intention to use the mark. 
 

DISCLAIMER: Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “RING”, separately and apart from the mark as 

shown. 
 

AGENT: Morgan & Morgan Trust Corporation (Belize) Limited, of Withfiled Tower, 3rd Floor, 4792 Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: ANTFIN 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 15983.20                           FILING DATE: 25th February, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Advanced New Technologies Co., Ltd., of Cayman Corporate Centre, 27 Hospital Road, George Town, Grand Cayman, 

KY1-9008, Cayman Islands. 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for apparatus and instrument for scientific research in laboratories: nautical, surveying, photographic, 

cinematographic, signalling and checking apparatus and instruments, namely, punch clocks, time clocks, neon signs, electronic notice boards, 

transparency projection apparatus, point-of-sale terminals, exposed camera film; optical, weighing, measuring, life-saving apparatus and 

instruments; teaching apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 

electricity, namely electric wires, electric switches, and electrified fences, namely electric fences; apparatus for recording sound; disks, 

magnetic; magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; sound recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 

machines, data processing apparatus and computers; computer software, recorded and computer programs, recorded in the fields of finance, 

technology, insurance, information technology, cloud computing, block chain technology, identity authentication, biometrics authentication, 

data security, computer security, electronic commerce, electronic payments, online trading and data management; downloadable computer 

software applications for mobile devices and computers, namely, software for financial analysis, planning and management, software for 

securing and protecting data on mobile devices and computers, software for authenticating user identification, software for controlling access 

to and communications with mobile devices and computers; downloadable software applications for use with mobile devices, namely, 

software for use in database management, for use as a spreadsheet, for word processing, for recording, collecting, organizing, storing, 

archiving, reproducing, searching, retrieving and displaying digital data in the field of shopping, purchasing, communication, product and 

service reviews, entertainment, health and fitness, lifestyle, media and video, music and audio, photography and social network; 

downloadable software for processing electronic payments to and from others; downloadable computer software and software applications 

used in relation to financial services, financial transactions, electronic commerce, electronic payments, foreign currency exchange, trading 

and brokerage services and investment advisory services; downloadable authentication software, namely, software for authenticating the 

identity of a payer; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable instant messaging software; downloadable file sharing 

software; downloadable communications software for electronically exchanging data, audio, video, images and graphics via computer, 

mobile, wireless, and telecommunication networks; downloadable computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; 

downloadable computer software to facilitate the electronic transmission of information, data, documents, voice, and images over the 

Internet; downloadable computer software which allows users to participate in web-based meetings and classes, with access to data, 

documents, images and software applications through a web browser; downloadable computer software for accessing, viewing, and 

controlling remote computers and computer networks; downloadable cloud-computing software for deploying virtual machines to a cloud- 
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computing platform and for managing virtual machines on a cloud computing platform; downloadable cloud-based software for storing and 

managing electronic data, accessing databases and internet security; computer software for tracking and evaluating customer and personal 

behaviour in relation to purchasing decisions; downloadable computer software application for use in relation to environmental conservation, 

climate change and carbon offsetting; online downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, articles, brochures, leaflets, 

datasheets, informational materials, instructional materials; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, articles, 

brochures, leaflets, datasheets, information materials, instructional materials in the field of business, e-commerce, information technology, 

cloud computing, telecommunications, the Internet, business and e-commerce training, business, sales, marketing and financial management; 

computer peripheral devices; notebook computers; laptop computers; portable computers; handheld computers; personal digital assistants; 

personal portable media players; mobile telephones; smart phones; digital cameras; batteries, battery chargers; computer workstations 

comprising of computers and computer monitors; computer servers; computer network adaptors, switches, routers and hubs; wireless and 

wired modems and communication cards and devices, namely, cable modems, computer fax modem cards, external modems, internal 

modems, modem cables, modems; protective sleeves for laptops; laptop carrying cases; computer bags; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 

computer hardware and firmware for use in the field of finance, technology, insurance, information technology, cloud computing, blockchain 

technology, identity authentication, biometrics authentication, data security, computer security, electronic commerce, online trading and data 

management; satellite-aided navigation systems in the nature of automobile navigation system featuring interactive digital map displays, 

interactive instructions and user generated information; compact discs featuring music; digital music downloadable from the Internet; 

telecommunications apparatus, namely, VOIP phones, network telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable digital electronic device 

for sending and receiving electronic mails, and instant messaging communication tool in the nature of portable telecommunication instant 

messaging devices; mouse mats; mobile phone handsets; mobile phone accessories, namely, battery chargers, cases, covers, ear phones, 

headsets and hands-free calling devices; downloadable video game programs in the field of children’s entertainment, drama, action, 

adventure and fantasy; downloadable computer game software, featuring pictures, motion pictures and movies in the field of children's 

entertainment, family entertainment, drama, action, adventure and fantasy; downloadable motion pictures and movies in the field of 

children's entertainment, drama, action, adventure and fantasy; digital music downloadable from internet and wireless devices; alarm 

monitoring systems; closed circuit TV systems for security and surveillance, namely, cameras; mobile radio and television broadcasting 

units, namely, transmitting and receiving apparatus for radio and television broadcasting and for long-distance transmission; television 

broadcasting equipment, namely, video cameras, film cameras, video monitors, flat panel display screens, audio-and video-receivers, sound 

recording apparatus, sounding apparatus and machines, computer-controlled apparatus for testing and measuring audio signals and radio 

frequency signals [not for medical purposes], audio recorders, video recorders, electronic switchers for audio and video signals, cables for the 

transmission of sounds and images, lights for use with video cameras and film cameras, camera lenses, camera tripods, camera cases, blank 

videotape, audio mixing boards and video editing computer hardware; film cameras; video cameras; headphones; earphones; speakers, 

namely, loud speakers; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; downloadable computer game programs, downloadable electronic and 

video games programs and downloadable software game programs via the Internet; liquid crystal displays for telecommunications and 

electronic equipment; set top box; remote control for radios, televisions, stereos, computers, video recorders, audio systems and playback 

machines; computer programs, recorded, for the storage of electronic data and documents and data on hard discs, compact discs, tapes and 

optical discs; spectacles and sunglasses; electronic digital signboards; magnetically encoded bank credit, debit, cash and identification cards; 

automatic teller machines, cash dispensers; electronic book readers; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; baby monitors; 

video baby monitors; lens hoods; tablet computers; encoded key cards; 3D spectacles; memory cards for video game machines; wearable 

computers, smart phones, video display monitors, computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio equipment, namely, portable media 

players, microphones, amplifiers, loud speakers, communications apparatus, namely, digital electronic communication devices, 

telecommunication apparatus, namely, VOIP phones, network telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable digital electronic device 

for sending and receiving electronic mails, and instant messaging communication tool in the nature of portable telecommunication instant 

messaging devices; wearable computers, smart phones, video display monitors, computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio 

equipment, namely, portable media players, microphones, amplifiers, loud speakers, communications apparatus, namely, digital electronic 

communication devices, telecommunication apparatus, namely, VOIP phones, network telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable 

digital electronic device for sending and receiving electronic mails, and instant messaging communication tool in the nature of portable 

telecommunication instant messaging devices all for facilitating payment transactions by electronic means and to allow customers to access 

financial and bank account information and to transact bank business; wearable computers, smart phones, video display monitors, computer 

hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio equipment, namely, portable media players, microphones, amplifiers, loud speakers 

communications apparatus, namely, digital electronic communication devices, telecommunication apparatus, namely, VOIP phones, network 

telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable digital electronic device for sending and receiving electronic mails, and instant messaging 

communication tool in the nature of portable telecommunication instant messaging devices all for providing access to wireless 

communications networks, telecommunications networks and the Internet; downloadable mobile applications for use in operating wearable 

computers, smart phones, video display monitors, computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio equipment, namely, portable media 

players, microphones, amplifiers, loud speakers, communications apparatus, namely, digital electronic communication devices, 

telecommunication apparatus, namely, VOIP phones, network telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable digital electronic device 

for sending and receiving electronic mails, and instant messaging communication tool in the nature of portable telecommunication instant 

messaging devices; downloadable computer application software for use in managing wearable computers, smart phones, video display 

monitors, computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio equipment, namely, portable media players, microphones, amplifiers, loud 

speakers, communications apparatus, namely, digital electronic communication devices, telecommunication apparatus, namely, VOIP 

phones, network telephones, electronic facsimile machines, portable digital electronic device for sending and receiving electronic mails, and 

instant messaging communication tool in the nature of portable telecommunication instant messaging devices all for providing access to 
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wireless communications networks, telecommunications networks and the internet; downloadable mobile applications; 36 for Insurance 

administration, consultancy, information, underwriting and risk management; financial affairs and monetary affairs, namely, financial 

information, management and analysis services; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; online 

banking services and financial services, namely, financial investment brokerage, financial consultancy, financial planning, financial 

forecasting, financial valuation, financial auditing, financial portfolio management, financial asset management, investment fund transfer and 

transaction services; credit card services, namely, credit card authorization services, credit card factoring services, credit card payment 

processing services, credit card transaction processing services, issuing of credit cards, financial administration of credit card accounts, 

processing and transmission of bills and payments thereof, and underwriting financial transactions, namely, providing insurance for financial 

transactions; electronic funds transfer services; providing electronic processing of electronic funds transfer and electronic payments; financial 

services in the nature of billing and payment processing services; real estate services, namely, arrangement and management of leases and 

tenancy, namely, leasing and management for others of commercial property, offices, office space, residential property, apartments and 

houses; renting and leasing of real estate; real estate appraisal; real estate valuation, real estate financing, real estate investment; real estate 

brokerage services; real estate agency services; housing agency services; actuarial services; real estate management and consultancy services; 

rent collection; rental of offices [real estate]; rental of apartments and fiats; provision of financial information via the Internet; safety deposit 

and issuing of travel vouchers services, namely, providing vouchers for payment of transportation expenses; capital investments; financial 

evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial asset management; insurance brokerage and financial investment brokerage services; 

financial services provided by telecommunication means, namely, financial investment brokerage, financial consultancy, financial planning, 

financial forecasting, financial valuation, financial auditing, financial portfolio management, financial asset management, investment fund 

transfer and transaction services; financial consultancy and advisory services; online banking; banking services provided on-line from a 

computer databases or the Internet; securities brokerage services, stock exchange quotation services; stocks and bonds brokerage, financial 

analysis; debit card services in the nature of issuance of debit cards and debit card transaction processing services; charge card services in the 

nature of issuance of charge cards and payment processing services; cheque payment guarantee services; banking, savings account and 

investment management services; clearing-houses, financial; business credit verification via global computer information network; electronic 

credit risk management services; electronic purchase payment and electronic bill payment services; financial accounts payable debiting and 

crediting services; electronic banking services; issuance of stored value cards, charge cards and debit cards; telephone credit cards services, 

namely, issuing prepaid telephone calling cards; information services relating to finance and insurance, provided online from a computer 

database or Internet; debt collection agency for collection of gas and electricity fees; antique appraisal; art appraisal; jewellery appraisal; 

used car appraisal; providing financial information relating to tax; charitable fund raising; organizing of charitable collections, namely, 

charitable fundraising services by means of organizing and conducting special events; charitable collections, namely, charitable fundraising 

services by means of providing individuals with the information and opportunity to make monetary donations to their favorite charity; rental 

of paper money and coin counting and processing machines; rental of cash dispensers and automated-teller machines; online payment 

services, namely, electronic processing of credit card transactions and electronic payments via a global computer network; arranging finance 

for construction projects; promoting the goods of others, namely, providing vouchers for the goods of others; provision of electronic funds 

transfer services; monetary exchange services, cash dispensing services, namely, automated teller machines services; issuing prepaid debit 

cards and credit cards; issue of tokens of value; money transfer services; all of the aforementioned services provided by electronic means; 

consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the electronic transfer of funds; foreign currency transfer services; currency 

trading; currency dealing, namely, currency exchange and transfer services; brokerage of currency; Financial transactions services, namely, 

facilitating secured online transactions between buyers and sellers and recording of smart contracts via blockchain; provision of charitable 

fundraising services in relation to carbon offsetting; brokerage of carbon offsets; financial sponsorship of carbon offset programmes; funding 

of and financial investment in emissions reduction projects; financial investment in carbon offset programmes and projects; financial 

investment in emissions reduction funds; provision of loans [financing]); providing temporary loans; consultancy, information and advisory 

services relating to the aforesaid services; 42  for scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of 

telecommunication software and hardware design, Internet technology, the design of websites for advertising, software design, and e-

commerce software and hardware design, and industrial research and analysis services in the field of e-commerce computer software 

networking systems; design and development of computer hardware and software; software as a service [SaaS];encryption, decryption and 

authentication of information, messages and data; providing user authentication services using biometric, facial recognition, finger print 

authentication, voice recognition and other types of hardware and software authentication technology for provision of financial services, e-

commerce transactions, donations, licensed product tracking and fan engagement; data security consultancy services; computer security 

services, namely, hard drive erasure, administering digital certificates; computer security threat analysis for protecting data; data encryption 

services, namely, encrypting confidential information related to financial transactions; authentication of data in the field of financial 

transactions using block chain technology; providing user authentication services using blockchain-based software technology for 

cryptocurrency transactions; data authentication via blockchain; computer services, namely, design and development of computer software 

systems for transmitting information, data, documents and images over the Internet; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, 

hosting computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP) services providing software in the fields of web-based 

conferencing, audio conferencing, electronic messaging, document collaboration, video conferencing, and voice and call processing; 

providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for facilitating the interoperability of multiple software applications; 

providing technical support services, namely, providing backup computer programs and facilities, troubleshooting of computer software 

problems to end users by means of telephone or global computer network; computer services, namely, creating an online community for 

registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, engage in social networking, and 

exchange documents; computer technology advice provided to Internet users by means of a support hotline; computer service, namely, 

creating indexes of information, sites and resources on computer networks; providing search engines for the internet; design of computers, 
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notebook computers, laptop computers, portable computers and handheld computers; design of personal digital assistants and personal media 

players for others; design of mobile telephones and smart phones for others; design of digital cameras for others; computer programming; 

computer systems integration services; computer systems analysis services; computer programming in relation to the defense against virus, 

namely, computer virus protection services; computer system software services, namely, design and development of online computer 

software systems; computer software design; computer system design; design and development of webpages for others; hosting webpages for 

others; hosting computer application software for others for use in searching and retrieving information from databases and computer 

networks; providing technical information at the specific request of end-users by means of telephone or global computer network; computer 

software consultancy; computer services relating to customized searching of computer databases and websites; computer and electronic 

signal coding and decoding, namely, computer code conversion for others; conversion of physical data and documents into electronic media 

format; testing and evaluation services of the goods and services of others to assure compliance with industry standards; architectural and 

design services; interior designs of buildings, offices and apartments; providing technical information relating to computers; network 

information services, namely, providing technical information relating to computers and networks in the field of business and e-commerce; 

provision of computer security risk management programs, namely, updating of computer software relating to computer security and 

prevention of computer risks; computer security information, knowledge and testing services, namely, computer security consultancy in the 

field of scanning and penetration testing of computers and networks to assess information security vulnerability; providing quality assurance 

services in the field of computer software; computer services relating to certification of business transactions and preparation of reports 

therefor, namely, the provision of certification services to ensure the security of business transactions and reports therefor; computer security 

services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network 

resources based on assigned credentials; data encryption services for providing security and anonymity for electronically transmitted credit 

card transactions; computer security consultancy in the field of data security; computer security consultancy concerning securing 

telecommunications technology; computerized communication network security services, namely, providing temporary use of non-

downloadable computer software for conducting private and secure electronic communication over a private or public computer network; 

providing information in the fields of Internet, world wide web and computerized communication network security and the secure 

transmission of data and information; computer security consultancy, namely, consulting services in the fields of Internet security, world 

wide web and computerized communication network security services, information security vulnerability services; authentication services for 

computer security, namely, authentication of user identity for computer security; computer services, namely, online authentication of 

electronic signatures; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; providing technical information on computer technology and computer 

programming via a website; cartography services; cloud computing; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing 

temporary use of non-downloadable cloud computing software for database management, data analysis, document management, document 

analysis, project management, project planning, budget management and electronic storage of data; providing temporary use of non-

downloadable cloud-based software for storing and managing electronic data, accessing databases and internet security; electronic storage of 

data; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; rental of entertainment software; 

technical research in the field of carbon offsetting; provision of scientific and technological information, advice and consultancy in relation 

to carbon offsetting and environmental protection; providing technological information about environmentally conscious and green 

innovations; environmental testing, assessment and monitoring services; scientific research in the fields of environmental protection and 

conservation; scientific research and provision of scientific information in the field of climate change; scientific and industrial engineering 

consultation services relating to fuels, fuel and carbon dioxide emissions and environmental issues; scientific and technological services 

relating to recommendation of courses of action to reduce carbon dioxide emission in a cost effective manner; scientific and technological 

services relating to management of carbon offset programmes; environmental research, management and protection services; consultancy, 

information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it intends to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Courtenay Coye LLP, Attorneys at Law, of P.O. Box 234, 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 
 

MARK:                    CFE(8): 25.1.15,19; 29.1.2 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16120.20                           FILING DATE: 13th May, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: ENI S.p.A. of Piazzale Enrico Mattei, 1 – 00144 Roma, Italy 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 4 for industrial oils and greases; wax for skis; lubricants; fuel gas; methane; fuel; dust absorbing 

compositions; illuminants.  
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STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that the mark is being used. 
 

PRIORITY STATEMENT: The applicant claims priority on the basis of an application filed on 2nd April, 2020 under number 

302020000028012 in Italy 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company,Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City  
 

 

 

MARK:            CFE(8):24.1.3,19 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16455.20                               FILING DATE: 14th September, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Elizabeth Lyn Vargas, Inc. of 120 Tustin Avenue, Suite C, Newport Beach, California 92663, United States of America 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 33 for spirits [beverages]; liqueurs. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

 

MARK:                        CFE(8):26.4.9;27.5.4 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16696.20                            FILING DATE: 31st December, 2020 
 

PROPRIETOR: Gruma S.A.B. de C.V., of Rio de Plata #407 Ote. Col del Valle San Pedro Garza Garcia 66220 México 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 30 for tortillas; wheat flour tortilla, namely, wraps; flat bread; pita bread; naan bread; roti [unleavened 

flatbread]; pita pockets; flat breads, namely, chapati [unleavened flatbread], piadina [Italian flatbread], Lebanese bread; wholewheat bread; 

gluten free bread; rolls [bread]; bread bases; bread crumbs; taco shells; tostadas; pizza dough; corn-based chips; tortilla chips; corn-based 

snack foods; taco seasoning; sauces [condiments], namely, taco sauce; cheese sauce; salsas; bean salsa; spices; dressings for salads. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bonafide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: EPROINT (Belize) Limited, of 7 Craig Street, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK: NAVICA 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16756.21                                     FILING DATE: 8th February, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Abbott Laboratories of 100 Abbott Park Road, Abbott Park, Illinois 60064, United States of America 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 9 for downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in connection with infectious 

disease testing; downloadable computer software and mobile applications for infectious disease data and information management; 

downloadable computer software and mobile applications for use in the field of infectious disease testing; downloadable computer software 
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and mobile applications for receiving, storing, displaying, tracking, sharing, reporting, maintaining, managing, monitoring, and analyzing 

infectious disease data and information; downloadable educational software and mobile applications featuring instruction in the field of 

infectious disease testing; recorded educational software featuring instruction in infectious disease testing; downloadable mobile applications 

in the field of infectious disease testing; 42 for software as a service [SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services for use in 

connection with infectious disease testing; software as a service [SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services for infectious 

disease data and information management; software as a service [SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services for use in the 

field of infectious disease testing; software as a service [SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services for receiving, storing, 

displaying, tracking, sharing, reporting, maintaining, managing, monitoring, and analyzing infectious disease data and information; software 

as a service [SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services in the field of infectious disease testing; software as a service 

[SAAS] services, and platform as a service [PAAS] services for training in the field of infectious disease testing; providing Internet website 

portals and temporary use of a web-based software application for use in connection with infectious disease testing; providing Internet 

website portals and temporary use of a web-based software application for infectious disease data and information management; providing 

Internet website portals and temporary use of a web-based software application for use in the field of infectious disease testing; providing 

Internet website portals and temporary use of a web-based software application for receiving, storing, displaying, tracking, sharing, reporting, 

maintaining, managing, monitoring, and analyzing infectious disease data and information; providing educational Internet website portals 

and temporary use of a web-based software application in the field of infectious disease testing; providing Internet website training portals 

and temporary use of a web-based training application in the field of infectious disease testing;  
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

PRIORITY: The applicant claims priority on the basis of an application filed on 7th August, 2020 under number 81136 in Jamaica. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK:                 CFE(8): 26.13.25 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16812.21                                      FILING DATE: 1st March, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: RE/MAX, LLC, of 5075 S. Syracuse St., Denver, CO United States of America, 80237 
 

 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 35 for franchising, namely consultation and assistance in business management, organization and 

promotion; franchising, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation of real estate brokerage 

offices;creating and updating advertising material; advertising via electronic media and specifically the internet; advertising of commercial 

and residential real estate; real estate advertising services; preparing advertisements for others; arranging and conducting trade shows in the 

field of real estate and real estate franchise services; business services, namely, registering, screening and verifying the credentials of third-

party vendors, suppliers and contractors on behalf of others; promoting the goods and services of others by providing hypertext links to the 

web sites of others; providing consumer information in the field of real estate; real estate marketing services, namely, on-line services 

featuring tours of residential and commercial real estate; real estate auctions; real estate marketing services; 36 for real estate brokerage; real 

estate agency services; agencies or brokerage for renting of buildings; real estate valuation services; real estate consultancy; providing real 

estate listings and real estate information via the internet; real estate management services; charitable fund raising; 
 

 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Courtenay Coye LLP, Attorneys at Law, of 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize 
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MARK:  

 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16991.21                                     FILING DATE: 4th May, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: ZHONGCE RUBBER GROUP COMPANY LIMITED of No.1 First Street, Baiyang Community, Qiantang New Area, 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 12 for automobile tyres; tyres for vehicle wheels; pneumatic tyres. 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bona fide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Courtenay Coye LLP, Attorneys at Law, of P.O. Box 234, 15 “A” Street, Belize City, Belize  
 

 

MARK:  SEAGRAM’S ESCAPES                  
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 16992.21                       FILING DATE: 6th May, 2021 
 

PROPRIETOR: Pernod Ricard USA, LLC, of 250 Park Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, New York 10177, United States of America 
 

INTERNATIONAL CLASS(ES): 33 for alcoholic malt beverages, except beers 
 

STATEMENT OF USE: The applicant claims that it has a bonafide intention to use the mark. 
 

AGENT: Arguelles & Company, Attorneys at Law, of Suite 401, The Matalon, Coney Drive, Belize City, Belize 
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NOTICES OF PUBLICATION CORRECTION 

 
Take Notice that trade mark No. 6177.09 “Legal”, published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 16, 17 & 18 was 

inadvertently published with its name in Uppercase fonts: 

“LEGAL” 

 instead of: “Legal” 

 

 

Take Notice that trade mark No. 16591.20 “APP CLIP”, published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 17, 18 & 19 was 

inadvertently published without its disclaimer: 

 

“Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “APP” separately and apart from the mark as shown.” 

 

 
 

Take Notice that trade mark No. 16593.20 “  ”  published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 17, 18 & 19 

was inadvertently published without its disclaimer: 
 

“Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “APP” separately and apart from the mark as shown.” 

 

 

Take Notice that trade mark No. 16619.20 , published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 15, 16 & 17 

was inadvertently published without its Color claim: 

 

COLOR CLAIM: Pantone 2945 C, 2193 C, RED 32 C and 107C 

 

Take Notice that trade mark No. 16621.20 , published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 14, 15 & 16 was 

inadvertently published without its Color claim: 

 

COLOR CLAIM: Pantone 299C and Red 032 C 
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Take Notice that trade mark No. 16733.21 “  ”, published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 17, 18 & 19 was 

inadvertently published without its disclaimer: 

 

“Registration of this mark shall give no exclusive right to the use of the word “APP” separately and apart from the mark as shown.” 

 

 

 

  
 

Take Notice that trade mark No. 15295.19,              published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 15, 16 & 17 was 

inadvertently published with its filing number as 15700.19 instead of 15295.19. 

 

 

 
Take Notice that trade mark No. 15728.19, “TENCEL X REFIBRA” published in the Intellectual Property Journal Vol. 22 – Nos. 17, 18 & 

19 was inadvertently published with its name as “TENCEL X REFRIBA” instead of “TENCEL X REFIBRA” 
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NOTICE OF RULING 

 

 

 
IN THE MATTER OF A NOTICE OF OPPOSITION (PUBLISHED IN THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY JOURNAL VOL. 22 

– NO. 21) FILED BY PUMA SE (THE OPPONENT), AGAINST TRADE MARK APPLICATION NO. 16257.20 FILED BY PUMA 

ENERGY INTERNATIONAL SA (THE APPLICANT). 
 

TAKE NOTICE that the Registrar has ruled against the Applicant, due to the failure of the Applicant to answer, pursuant to Rule 

33 of the Trade Marks Rules (CAP. 257S), to the Notice of opposition filed by the Opponent. The Registrar hereby refuses to register 

the above trademark application based on the grounds stated in the above notice and this ruling shall be effective from the date of 

this publication. 
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NOTICE OF OPPOSITION 

 

TAKE NOTICE that the Registrar is in receipt of a notice of opposition filed by Monster Energy Company, (The Opponent), of 1 Monster 

Way , Corona California 92879, United States of America, against trademark Application No. 16388.20, filed on the 29th day of July, 2020, 

by The Coca-Cola Company (The Applicant), of One Coca-Cola Plaza, Atlanta Georgia, 30313, United States of America, for the 

registration of the following trademark, as proprietor thereof:  
 

 
 

The grounds of opposition are as follows: 
 

1.  The Opponent is the owner and proprietor of at least 39 trade marks (including pending applications) in Belize, as well as 

numerous trade marks rights and related intellectual property rights in the Caribbean an around the world. The Opponent has used, 

marketed, distributed and trade extensively in goods and products bearing the said marks in numerous territories. The marks are 

used by the Opponent and are well-known in Belize and internationally as the marks of the Opponent. 
2. In particular, the Opponent has pending applications for PREDATOR ENERGY [Application No. 15220.19] and PREDATOR 

ENERGY DRINK (Application No. 15195.19) in Belize which cover Class 32 goods. These two marks’ application dates are 

March 28, 2019 and March 19, 2019, respectively. 
3. Pursuant to Section 38 of Trade Marks Act (the “Act”), both are to be considered earlier trade marks for the purpose of this 

opposition. Further, the Opponent’s marks (registered and pending registration) have gained a reputation in Belize and worldwide 

and are well-known trademarks, which are entitled to protection under the Paris Convention. 
4. The Applicant filed the Application for the design mark called CLASSIC TASTE COCA-COLA ENERGY for the following 

goods in Class 32: “Beer: mineral water [beverages]; aerated water, non-alcoholic beverages; fruit juices; syrups for beverages; 

non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.” 
5. The Opponent says that the intended mark is devoid of any distinctive character and should be refused registration pursuant to 

section 35 (1) (b) of the Act. Specifically, the Opponent say that the word “energy” as used in the mark is a merely descriptive term 

is not capable of distinguishing the Applicant’s goods from those of others. Because it is a merely descriptive term, the Applicant’s 

use of the word “energy” in the applied-for mark is not inherently adapted to distinguish its goods to any extent. 
6. The Applicant’s use of “energy” within the overall mark appears to be designed to encourage consumers to associate the merely 

descriptive term “energy” with the Applicant’s products in the energy-drink space. The Opponent says that this desired association 

does not currently exist. Therefore, at this time, the Applicant should not be able to claim any rights in the word “energy” separate 

and apart from the overall mark. That is, the Applicant should either disclaim “energy” for the mark to proceed to registration or 

the Application should be rejected. 
7. Allowing the Application to proceed to registration without a disclaimer of “energy” would imperil the rights of other energy drink 

makers, the Opponent included, in freely using the descriptive term “energy” that is common to the beverage industry and is 

immediately associated by consumers with energy drinks without any need for imagination. 
8. Further, the term “energy” may serve in trade to designate the kind, intended purpose and other characteristics o the goods and 

should not be allowed registration pursuant to section 35(1)(c) of the Act. 
9. Also, the Opponent says that the mark has not acquired a distinctive character as a result of the Applicant’s use, if any, prior to the 

date of the application for registration, that would allow registration pursuant to section 35(3)(b) of the Act. 
10. Further, the Applicant’s mark is likely to deceive the public, particularly to the extent that the Applicant’s use extends beyond 

goods that are not in fact energy drinks and should be refused registration pursuant to section 35(3)(b) of the Act. 
 

11. Additionally, contrary to section 37 (2) of the Act, the Applicant’s trademark is substantially similar and/or identical to the earlier 

trademarks of the Opponent and the Applicant is seeking registration of its trademarks in the same classes and for goods or services 

identical with or similar those for which the Opponent’s trademarks are registered and protected as earlier trademarks. 
12. The Opponent’s trademarks have gained international recognition and the Applicant’s trademark, if registered, is likely to cause 

confusion which may mislead the public into thinking that the marks are associated with or are owned by the same company. 

Particularly, the prominent use of the “energy” in the design with the relative de-emphasis of Coca-Cola and other source 

identifiers, creates a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public. 
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13. If the Applicant’s trademark is registered, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the 

likelihood of association with the Opponent’s earlier trademarks. 
14. Such confusion will give rise to the passing off of one mark for the other and would lead the public to believe that the goods 

offered by the Applicant are the goods of the Opponent. 
15. The Opponent’s earlier trademarks have gained a distinctive character and reputation in Belize and internationally. 
16. The use of the Applicant’s mark will take advantage of and will be detrimental to the distinctive character and repute of the 

Opponent’s earlier trademarks. 
17. The Opponent relies on, inter alia, sections 24, 35, 37, 38 and 61 of the Trade Marks Act, Cap. 257 of the Laws of Belize, Revised 

Edition 2011 and amendments thereto. 
18. The Opponent respectfully requests that the Applicant’s application for registration be refused or, alternatively, that the application 

be allowed to proceed on the condition that the Applicant disclaim the word “energy” in its application. 
 

The Applicant is required to submit a response to this notice, to the Registrar, no later than 30 days from the date of publication of 

this notice. 
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REGISTERED TRADEMARKS 

 

 

Registration 

Number 
 

 

 

 

Mark 

 

 

Name of Proprietor 

 

International 

Classification of 

Goods and Services 
 

 

 

15510.19 

 

NAOS 

 

 

NAOS LIGHTHOUSE 

355 Rue Pierre-Simon Laplace 13290 

AIX EN PROVENCE FRANCE 

  
 

 

 3 

 

 

15560.19 

 

 
 

 

SUMITOMO CHEMICAL CO., LTD., 

27-1, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, 

Tokyo 104-8260, Japan 

 

 

1 
5 

 

 

 

 

15562.19 

  

 
 

 

ANTONIO ORNELAS CORTES 

 Av. 20 de Noviembre No. 934, Col 

Nuevo Fuerte, CP 47899 Ocotlan, 

Jalisco, Mexico 

 

 

 

31 

 

 

 

 

15631.19 

 

 

 

ACAVA LIMITED  

167 Merchants Street, Valetta, VLT 

1174 MALTA, 

 

 

 

 

32 

 

 

 

15672.19 

 

 

HERO 

 

Star Scientific Limited 

Suite 3.01, Level 3, 828 Pacific 

Highway, Gordon, New South Wales 

2072, Australia 

 

7 
9 

11 
39 
40 

 

 

15673.19 

 

 

Star Scientific Limited 

Suite 3.01, Level 3, 828 Pacific 

Highway, Gordon, New South Wales 

2072, Australia 

7 
9 

11 
39 
40 

 

 

 

15677.19 

 
 

 

Star Scientific Limited 

 

7 
9 

11 
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NATURE DECODED 
Suite 3.01, Level 3, 828 Pacific 

Highway, Gordon, New South Wales 

2072, Australia 

39 
40 

 

 

15678.19 

 
NATURE DECODED 

 

Star Scientific Limited 

Suite 3.01, Level 3, 828 Pacific 

Highway, Gordon, New South Wales 

2072, Australia 

 

 

40 
42 

 

 

15724.19 

 

LENZING ECOVERO 

 

LENZING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 

 WERKSTRASSE 2, 4860, LENZING 

AUSTRIA 

 

9 
10 
12 
16 
17 

 

 

 

 

15794.19 

 

 

 CEMENTOS PROGRESO,   

SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA, 

 Diagonal 6,  10-01 Zona 10, Edificio 

Centro Gerencial Las Margaritas, 

Torre 2, nivel 19, Guatemala, 

Guatemala 

 

 

 

19 
35 
37 

 

 

 

 

15795.19 

 
 

SHARING DREAMS. 
BUILDING REALITIES. 

CEMENTOS PROGRESO, 

SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA 

Diagonal 6,  10-01 Zona 10, Edificio 

Centro Gerencial Las Margaritas, 

Torre 2, nivel 19, Guatemala, 

Guatemala 

 

 

 

19 
35 
37 

 

 

 

 

15796.19 

 

CEMENTOS PROGRESO, 

SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA 

Diagonal 6,  10-01 Zona 10, Edificio 

Centro Gerencial Las Margaritas, 

Torre 2, nivel 19, Guatemala, 

Guatemala 

 

 

 

19 
35 
37 

 

 

 

15964.20 

 
 

TARGET 

 

CHICAGO INDUSTRIES 

TRADEMARK HOLDINGS INC. 

 105A Prairie Lake Rd East Dundee. IL 

 60118 USA 

 

 

34 
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15986.20 
 

 

Giget Marie Villafranco & Francisco 

Villafranco 

35 ½ Coastal Road, Hope Creek 

Village, Stann Creek District, Belize 

 

 

41 
43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15989.20 

 

 

 

 

Basil DeStefano & Elizabeth 

DeStefano 

1409 N Sterling Ave #104 Palatine IL 

60067 and Shark Bait Co. of 20530 

West Park Illinois Place, Deer Park 

60010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25 
32 
33 
41 
43 

 

 

16104.20 
 

 

OL Brands Inc. 

3rd Floor International Trading Centre, 

St. Michael, Barbados 

 

 

35 
36 

  
 

16119.20 

 

 
 

 

GONGNIU GROUP CO., LTD. 

 East Industrial Zone, Guanhaiwei 

Town, Cixi City, Zhejiang Province, 

China 

 

9 
11 
17 
35 

 

 

16292.20 

 

CONTADINA    

Del Monte foods, Inc. 

205 N. Wiget Lane, Walnut Creek, CA 

94598, USA 

 

 

29 

 

 

16365.20 

 

P&S    

 

Van Nelle Tabak Nederland BV 

 Slachtedyk 28a 8501 ZA Joure, 

Netherlands 

 

 

34 

 

 

16366.20 

 
PARKER & SIMPSON    

 

Van Nelle Tabak Nederland BV 

 Slachtedyk 28a 8501 ZA Joure, 

Netherlands 

 

 

34 
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16377.20 

 

 

BELIZE TELEMEDIA LIMITED 

One St. Thomas Street, Belize City, 

Belize  

 NATIONAL BANK OF BELIZE 

LIMITED 

 Corner Hummingbird Highway and 

Forest Drive, Cayo District, Belize 

 

 

9 
35 
36 
38 
42 

 

 

 

16378.20 

 

 

BELIZE TELEMEDIA LIMITED 

One St. Thomas Street, Belize City, 

Belize  

 NATIONAL BANK OF BELIZE 

LIMITED 

 Corner Hummingbird Highway and 

Forest Drive, Cayo District, Belize 

 

 

9 
35 
36 
38 
42 

 

 

16546.20 

 

MUPHORAN 

 

BIOFARMA 

50 rue Carnot 92284 SURESNES 

cedex France 

 

 

5 

 

 

16560.20 

 

CONNETIX 

 

MMS TRADING COMPANY PTY LTD 

2 Linton Road, Attadale, 6156, WA 

Australia, 

 

 

28 

 

 

 

 

 

16565.20 

 

 

 

Caribbean International Brewery 

Ltd. 

Carmelita Village, c/o #16 6th Street, 

Corozal Town, Corozal 

 

 

 

 

 

32 

 

 

16574.20 

 

HONERER 

UPL Corporation Ltd 

5th Floor, Newport Building, Louis 

Pasteur Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 

 

 

5 

 

 

16604.20 
 

DRUM 

Van Nelle Tabak Nederland BV 

 Slachtedyk 28a 8501 ZA Joure 

Netherlands 

 

 

34 

 

 

 

16618.20 

 

 

AVIVA     

Molinos Valle del Cibao, S.A. 

 kilómeter 5, Carretera Licey, tramo 

Santiago-Licey, al Medio, Santiago de 

los Caballeros, Santiago, República 

Dominicana 

 

 

 

30 
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16620.20 
 

Molinos Valle del Cibao, S.A. 

 kilómeter 5, of Carretera Licey, tramo 

Santiago-Licey, al Medio, Santiago de 

los Caballeros, Santiago, República 

Dominicana 

 

 

 

30 

 

 

 

16630.20  

Molinos Valle del Cibao, S.A. 

 kilómeter 5, Carretera Licey, tramo 

Santiago-Licey, al Medio, Santiago de 

los Caballeros, Santiago, República 

Dominicana 

 

 

 

30 

 

 

 

16688.20 
 

 

SPA GIRL COCKTAILS, INC. 

 4010 Sorrento Valley Blvd, Suite 400, 

San Diego, State of California, United 

States of America 

 

 

33 

  
 

 

16699.20 

 
SERVIER 

 

LES LABORATOIRES SERVIER 

 50 rue Carnot 92284 SURESNES 

cedex France 

 

 

 

5 
10 

 

 

 

16700.20 
 

 

 

 

16721.21 

 

LIPOCOMB 

 

EGIS GYOGYSZERGYAR ZRT. 

 1106 Budapest Kereszturi ut 30-38 

Hungary 

 

La Dominicana Industrial, S.R.L. 

 of Km 3.5, Carretera Duarte, Tramo 

Santiago-Licey, No. 96, Santiago 

51000, Dominican Republic 

 

5 
 

 

 

 

 

30 

 

 

 

16730.21 
 

 

Aardvark Brands Collection Inc. 

 14 Robinson Road, #08-01A Far East 

Finance Building, Singapore 048545 

 

 

 

34 

 

 

 

16738.21 

 

Foska 

Anhui Sunshine Stationery Co., 

Ltd., 

 17th Floor, Anhui International 

Business Center 162, Jinzhai Road, 

Hefei, Anhui, China 

 

 

16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRANSFERWISE LTD. 

 

 

9 
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16788.21 TRANSFERWISE 

 

 6th Floor, Tea Building 56 Shoreditch 

Hight Street, London, United Kingdom 

E1 6JJ 

36 
42 

 

 

 

 

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*
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